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ABSTRACT
'

This document is intended to provide a systematic aid
for planning and managing academic units (sChools,,colleges,
departments, or divisions) within an institution. It consists of a
comprehensive set of techniques and procedures that can be used by
academic unit administrators to examine the internal operations of
their units--their functions, demands, faculty and financial
resources, and outcomes. While implementation of this manual can
occur at various levels within an.institutidn, it is designed to
focus on the academic departments. The document has been designed to
be flexible in its use and to rely on the administrator's experience
and judgments in applying the tools to examinevarious planning
situations. It is organized into Several "modules," each of which
addresses a particular aspect of the overall planning'and management
process within academic units. Modules are: (1) structures module,
(2) academic demand module; (3) faculty planning module, (4) finance
module, (5) outcomes module. Appendixes describe: (1.) contributions
on NCHEMS products to the academic unit planning manual; (2) the
NCHEMS program classification structure; (3) program measures; (4)
completion of worksheet 3B, the faculty planning form; (5) inventory
of higher education outcomes variables Sand measures. (Author/KE)
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To the Postsecondary Education Community:

This field review edition of the Academic Unit Planning Manual is being
sent to all postsecondary education institutions and agencies participating
in the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS)
as a means to solicit comments regarding the contents and potential uses
of the document.
This document is intended to provide a systematic aid for planning and
managing academic units (sch6ois, colleges, departments, or divisions)
It consists of a comprehensive set of techniques
within an institution.
and procedures that can be used by academic unit administrators to examine
the internal operations of their units--their functionsrdemands, faculty
In order for this document to become
and financial resources, and outcomes.
a useful planning tool, it is necessary at this stage of the document's
'development that the NCHEMS.staff receive critical feedback from all
interested administrators.
We request that you circulate this edition within your institution to those
academic unit administrators (deans, department administrators, division
directors),and individuals who-might be in the best position to review it
critically and constructively. Any comments or suggestions on improving
the document will be appreciated. Written comments may be in the form of
letters or as notations in the document returned to the authors at the
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, P.O. Drawer P,
Boulder, Coldrado.80302. Please send in your comments by July 1, 1975.

Robert A. Wallhaus, Deputy Director
National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems at WICHE
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PREFACE

This field review edition of the Academic Unit Planning Manual has been
prepared by Glenn Miyataki and Robert Gray of the National Center for
Higher Education Manageffient Systems (NCHEMS) staff under the aegis of the

Intra-Institutional Planning and Management project.

Dr. James S. Dyer of

the UCLA Graduate School of Management provided technical
the early development of this document.

expertise during

Also, in-1972, Dr. Richard L.

Featherstone of Michigan State University, was a Visiting Scholar at NCHEMS
and his research efforts resulted in The Development of Management Systems
for the Academic Department which served as background for this document.
At this stage of development, the Academic Unit Planning Manual has been
carefully reviewed by:

(1) the NCHEMS staff, (2) several individuals (see

Acknowledgments) from various higher education institutions throughout

'the

country, (3) Dr. Paul Dressel of Michigan State University and Dr. Stephen
Hoenack of the University of Minnesiita as independent technicalconsultant's,

and (4) administrators from Bali State University and the University of
Minnesota who participated in the field development of the document ,(see
Acknowledgments) during July-November 1974.

This document will undergo a pilot test in the Spring and Summer of 1975 in
review by
a small number of postsecondary education institutions and a mail
the NCHEMS constituency.

The results of the field review and pilot test will

be considered and incorporated as appropriate in the Academic Unit Planning
Manual before it is published in gate Fall

1975.

It is most important to notel'that this planning manual does not prescribe

standards for academic unit planning, nor does use of the manual imply that
information about academic units should be exchanged.

Any academic unit

that intends to implement this manual for information exchange purposes must
establish its own conventions and procedures.

This preliminary publication, does not necessarily reflect an official

position of NCHEMS, WICHE, or the National Institute of Education under
whose1 contract this document is being developed.

ii
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ABSTRACT

The Academic Unit Planning Manual will assist in planning and managing

the scope and direction of an academic unit's* functions.

The manual

will help in the identification and organization of data about academic
unit functions, the availability and allocation of human and physical
resources, the sources and uses of funds, and the planning and assessment
of outcomes.

Included are several analytic techniques that facilitate the

examination of alternatives regarding the allocation of resources, for
example, the analysis of various faculty/activity assignments, determination
of expected student enrollments, and the uses of financial resources.

The planning manual can be used to address such questions as, How much and
whatt,kinds of resources will be consumed by the community service activities

conducted by the Home Economics Department?

What is the expected student

demand if a new course in accounting is established?

How many students

departcan be expected to take,Educ. 550 during Fall 1975, and from which
ments may they come?

What are the planned outcomes of the department?

How many faculty are needed to staff adequately the projected teaching,
research, public service, and administrative functions of the unit?

o

unit" will be used to
*For purposes of this manual, the term "academic
within
which
educational activities
describe the basic organizational unit
service,
student
counseling and so
such as instruction, research, public
For
some
institutions
this
would
be the academic
forth are carried out.
department; for others division; and for still others, school or college.

The manual has been designed to be flexible in its use and to rely upon the
administrator's experience and judgments in applying the tools to examine
various planning situations.

It is organized into several "modules," each

of which addresses a particular aspect of the overall planning and management
process within academic units.

Each module consists of worksheets for

identifying, organizing, and analyzing data, and procedures for helping
investigate a variety of planning and management concerns.

to

The tools and

procedures can and should be modified by academic unit administrators to fit
their particidar situation.

While implementation of this manual can occur at various )evels within an
institution, it is designed to focus on the academic department.

The

academic department is typically an organized unit'within a school or college
dealing with a specific field of knowledge.

For example, the English Depart-

ment typically would be an organized unit within the College of Arts and
Sciences; Accounting would be a department within the School of Business;
and the Department of Ecology might be ail organized unit within the College
of Engineering.

However, it should be mentioned that, in some cases, a school

or college might be equivalent to a department and a division might be
analogous to a department.

Throughout the manual, "academic unit" will be

used as a generic term to denote the user's basic organizational unit.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MANUAL

Introduction

Academic units (school/college/division/department) are the basic organizational
units within which the educational activities of an institution happen, where
critical resources are assigned, and where many of the needs and interests

of personnel are dealt with., Furthermore, while the academic unit adminis-

trator isfaced with handling.the.multiplicity of demands of faculty, students,

institutional administrato, the legislature, and donors (Brann, 1972;
Dressel, Johnson, Marcus, 1970), the administrator's role also ijicludes the
task of resource allocation.

Regarding this task, the academic unit administrator*is in a position similar
to other levels of administrators who have been provided scarce resources.
It was possible to some extent in the 1950s and 19Ts to honor most
proposals for additional funds.

However, today difficult choices must-be

made and relative values placed on alternative uses of resources (Hoenack,
et al., 1974).

Moreover:administrators are recognizing more than ever the

need to investigate the planning and management options available to their
A

organizational unit as well as the degrees of flexibility available to pursue
these different options.

In effect, the needs of the academic unit must be

made more visible, its productivity justified, and its resources negotiated.
As a result, planning and management at this academic unit level is a primary
concern if the institution as a- whole is to operate efficiently and effectively.'

This concern can be addressed by developing a capability to (1) identify
and analyze the functions, demands, resources, and outcomes of an academic
unit and (2) communicate information,about these aspects of the academic
unit to the %decision makers involved.

From this kind of information-based

approach, greater understanding might be reached regarding the level (and
type) of decisions that are to be made in the department (Featherstone, 1972),
those that are made or influenced by other levels of administration, and those
that are made jointly by the department and other levels of administration.

This manual has been designed to improve planning and management tzt the
academic unit level within an institution by providing capabilities and
procedures to obtain and communicate more definitive information about the
unit's functions, demands, resources, and outcomes and to focus on some
key- planning and management concerns /problem areas that pertain to the, unit.

It is recognized that academic unit planning and management in many insti-

tutions is highly dependent upon its interrelationships with other levels of
administration.

While an attempt to describe explicitly these interrelationships

is not made in this document, this manual has been prepared with those interrelationships in mind.

An attempt is ioade to examine the internal operatiOns

of an institution from the perspective of academic unit administrators who are
at the vantage point where program operations are executed.

In this respect,

academic unit planning'and management may provide inforMation that can be used
toward the planning and management of the overall institution.

2
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Also, planning and management incentives must be identified and provided
in order for administrators to find better ways to allocate resources, to
conduct activities, and to attain objectives,.

If the department does not
a

have a role as a functioning element in the total

institutional organization,

it is a waste of time talking about how to be a more efficient administrator (Key, 1970).

Moreover, the administrator must be cognizant of the

responsibility for making and implementing decisions that impact the
academic unit as well as the institution.

How an Academic Unit Functions

One view of how an academic unit functions is shown in Figure 1,

The

perspective is founded on the rationale that a viable way to manage the
academic unit is through planning and managing the specific aspects of the
unit's operation, namely its functions, demands, resources, and outcomes.
In addition, the figure shows the societal and institutional guidelines

and constraints that impact on the entire proceSs.

The idea is to improve

decision making through a better understanding of these aspects and their
interrelationships.

i8
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FIGURE 1

ACADEMIC UNIT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Societal Guidelines
and Consttaints

\\IL

Institutional Guidelines
and Constraints

ACADEMIC UNIT

Human and
Physical
Resources
(faculty,
facilities,
finance)

Demands,
of Students,
Faculty, Other
dministrators
Donors
Functions/
(instruction,
research,
public
sei4vice)

0
Outcomes
(student, growth

& development,
new knowledge,
community
impact)

Figure 1 is explained in the following paragraphs:

la

®

Demands of Students, Faculty, Other Administrators, Donors.
The demands and interests of students, faculty, research agencies,
other administrators, community groups, donors, and other constituents
give rise to needs for certain functions and resources for carrying
0

out those functions.

®

Functions.

These functions are such things as teaching courses, conducting
0

research, counseling and adVising students, presenting public
seminars, professional development, and committee work.

Within these

functions, various educational activities are conducted to produce
outcomes.

Human and Physical Resources.
I

Also, resources, in the form of funds, faculty and staff, facilities,
equipment, supplies, and services are needed to support these
functions.

® Outcomes.
As a result of carrying out the academic unit's functions with the
resources provided, various outcomes occur.

These could be such

things as student growth and development, discovery and dissemination of new knowledge, or services to the general public and specific
community groups.

In many cases, these outcomes pertain to the degree

that the demands of the 4rious constituents were satisfied (as

depicted in Figure 1 by the arrow feeding back to

AO ).

52t)
1
e

In addition, the extent nto which the resources were utilized

or consumed are outcomes in their own right.

This information,

fedback to the inventory of human and physical resources (

can provide a basis for planning in the next academic period.

O

Societal and Institutional Guidelines and Constraints.

and

Finally, an academic unit is always

(:)/

by guidelines and constraints stemming from institutional policies
and societal expectations.

influenced, in varying degrees,

Thus, as a part of the institutional

system, which in itself is a segment of the societal environment,
the academic unit administrator must be cognizant of and respond to

the external as well as internal forces that impact the unit's
operation.

These guidelines and constraints often shape (or even

predetermine) many of the academic unit's objectives and outcomes,
and thus, its functions.

Underlying the process shown in 'Figure 1 are various concerns/problem areas

that are faced by academic unit administrators.

Although administrative

styles and organizational structures vary among academic units, planning

and management concerns common to many units can be identified.

Some of

these are:

Determination of Academic Unit Functions and Activities
Determining the specific activities to be conducted by the unit for

carrying out the functions of teaching, research,public service, and
others, the choices of which are influenced by such,factors as degree

6
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program requirements, size of budget, faculty availability, institutional and academic.policies, educational development and innovations,

and educational objectives being pursued.

,Determination of Academic Demand
Examining student demand as a means to plan the appropriate curriculum
for meeting degree program requirements and other academic demands

such as thesis advising, committee work, and research in order to determine
the load created by academic demand.

Interdepartmental Relationships

Identifying interdepartmental relationships since:

students induce

course load requirements (service loads) on several departments;
faculty may be assigned to teach in other units; departments share
classrooms and laboratories; and interdisciplinary programs require
support from several discipline specialties.

Resource Availability, Assignment, and Utilization
Assessing the resources available and assigning them to functions.

For

example, planning the best possible assignments of faculty resources
or assessing the availabilities of facilities to conduct various

function.and activities.

In addition, monitoring the uses of resources

such as the funds provided to the unit.

Where are funds being spent?

If a research grant were to end, what functions and areas of funding
will be affected?

Also, monitoring the utilization of facilities,

equipment, supplies, and services provided to the unit.

7
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o

Responding to Changes

Examining and responding to changes in funCtions that cause resources
/

to be reallocated.

For example, a research commitment accepted at the

\

last minute usually incurs changes in teaching assignments.

Outcomes Assessment
Assessing the outcomes produced by the unit and the extent to which
the demands of donors, students, faculty, and the institution were
met.

'Development of Plans and Budgets
Formulating the unit's plans and budgets' for submission
tutional office.

to the insti-

Furthermore, negotiating as well as communicating the

contents of the plans and budgets.

Administrative Coordination
Keeping abreast of administrative matters, for example, the administrative'

routine of the institution, departmental meetings, graduate student
selection, and supervision of staff personnel.

Organization of the Manual

The worksheets and procedures contained in this manual are organized according
to "modules," each of which focuses on a concern/problem area mentioned
above.

Naturally, it would be a difficult task to include all concerns, so

some are not addressed.

Those that are addressed pertain closely to the

aspects of the academic unit's operation described irt Figure 1.

8
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Thus, by using

a particular module, the administrator can ,investigate a specific area of.
Figure 2

concern and obtain information for planning and management purposes.

It is

below relates each module to the kind of information it provides.

suggested that Module 1 (Structures Module) be used first to identify the

academic unit's functions.

Subsequently, Modules 2-5 can be used to obtain

and analyze information related to the various dimensions of those functions.

0

FIGURE 2

ORGANIZATION OF THE MODULES

INFORMATION DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS

ACADEMIC
UN IT ,

FUNCTIONS

0

T
STRUCTURES
MODULE

Module I:

ACADEMIC
DEMAND
INFORMAT ION

I'
CI ACADEMIC

RESOURCE
AVAILABILITY
AND ASSIGNMENT
INFORMATION

0

DEMAND
MODULE

SOURCE, AND

ACTIVITY
INFORMATION

1

1'

FACULTY
RESOURCE
MODULE

Partly
Handl ed

USE OF
FUNDS
INFORMATION

T
4O F !NANCE
MODULE

OUTCOMES
INFORMATION

0

T
OUTCOMES
MODULE

Module

Identifying and Organizing Academic Unit Functions
This module helps to identify and determine a unit's functions.

It provides procedures for organizing the functions according

to the major programs of an institution. A discussion of how
the structure can be used during different planning and
management stages (planning, budgeting, execution) is
provided also.

24
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Module 2:

Examining Academic Demand

This module provides an approach for ascertaining how much
effort has to be directed to each of the academic unit's
"4,

functions or what level of activity is required to carry out
a function.

Primary attention is devoted to estimating total

course enrollments and the number of sections to offer for
each course.

Concepts of the Instruftional Workload Matrix

and Induced Course Load Matrix also are provided as a means
to help analyze the number of students from other academic
units being served by the particular academic unit.

Module 3:

Planning Faculty Resources

In this module, worksheets and procedures are provided to
investigate faculty availabflities and assignments to the
unit's functions.

The module focuses on the use of

information about faculty capabilities and interests to
facilitate the assignment process.

Module 4:

Planning_Financial Resources

This module provides a means to examine the sources and uses
of a unit's funds.

It can be used to identify the functions

that expend those funds and the areas in which funds are
needed in order to meet the unit's objectives.

Module 5:

Identifying and Assessing Outcomes

This module provides an approach for identifying how well
the objectives of a particular function were accomplished.

An exemplary inventory of outcome measures and an introduction
of a method for translating objectives into measurable outcomes are provided as aids.

A method for comparing actual

against planned outcomes is provided also.

Although the modules are interrelated, the administrator has the option
to determine which module(s) to use in adefreesing the unit's areas
of concern.

Some may use only one module to address a particular area,

such as examining student demand, or some may use various combinations
of the modules to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the planning
seeds of the unit, for example, the interrelationships among faculty
allocation", the distribution of funds ',cross the functions to be carried

out, and the outcomes to be achipsd.

In using this manual, several major considerations should be noted by the
user.

One consideration is the need to identify the sources from which specific

data items can be obtained.

For example, the administrator will need to know

from where and whom to obtain student data, faculty data, inventories of
supplies and services, status and availability of equipment, list of rooms
available for use, and so forth.

will have these data available.

In many cases, an institutional level office

However, there also may be instances where

the academic unit must turn to its own data files (if they exist) or start
developing its own data inventories.

11
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Another consideration is that

ting is done typically at the institutional

level and provided to academic units; therefoe. procedures for costing
within academic units are not covered in this manual.

Academic units

interested in costing programs should refer to the following NCHEMS publications:

Cost Analysis Manual (Topping, 1974) and Inhrmation Exchange Procedures:

x'Cost Study Procedures (Johnson and Huff, 1975).

Also, the allocation and analysis of facilities, equipment, supplies, and
services have been intentionally omitted in this manual.. These physical
resources usually are managed from a centi-al .pool in lump sun and therefore

their allocation to specifiC activities may-not be as meaningful to academic
unit administrators as some of the other areas covered in this manual.

Finally, the planning manual consists of concepts integrated from other
NCHEMS products.

In implementing this manual, the user may wish to turn.

to these other NCHEMS documents for more detailed explanations%. A listing
of these products and their contributions can be found in Appendix A.

12
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MODULE 1

IDENTIFYING AND ORGANIZING INFORMATION,ABOUT ACADEMIC UNIT FUNCTIONS

( O1 STRUCTURESMODULE)

Introduction

The academic unit conducts a whole host of activities and functions to meet
the demands and expectations of students,. faculty, institutional administrators,
In addition, these 'activities and functions are

9' and societal'constituents.

influenced typically by institutional and societaluidelines,and constraints.
As a result, the first step in the planning and management of an academic
unit is to sort out and gain an underStanding of the full array of functions,
to -be perfcirmed by the unit

(Dressel, etal.

functions of an academic unit are in respo

1970).

While many of the

a to student needs (courses,

thesis advising, student counseling), some are in response to commitments to
external funders (research), some are in response to institutional

commitments

(committee work, public appearances), and,still others are in response to,

academic unit operating procedures (academic advising, faculty recruitment,
personnel development)`.

Furthermore, the planning and management of these functions should. be based

on information obtained systematically rather than simply on intuition,
tradition, or whatever.

From the standpoint of the academic unit, particularly

important are information about the level of activity in each function;

faculty availabilities and workload assignments; the availability and allocation of physical and financial resources, and how well the unit planned and

2

0

Met the objectives of the functions.- Moreover, this information is better.

understood and communicated (and therefore of more potential use) if it is
organized in some coherent and consistent fashil6n, that is, if it is
structured.

And for the purposes of the academic unit, although information

could be organizer' around several different dimensions, that structure can
be usefully built around the unit's functions.

Thus, it is a crucial task for

the academic unit administrator to consider and determine the kinds and scope

of:functions to be carried out within the unit/

.

The purpose'ofthis module is to help ensure that the list of

unctions to be

carried out by the.unit is as complete as possible, keeping in mind the
,

,guidelines, constraints, demands, and expectations of t.'ie unit's participants

and constituents.

The worksheets and procedures provided in this module are

to assist in:

*Identifying the full array of the unit's functions and organizing them
for analysis and communication purposes.

*Identifying and organizing the kinds of information (measures) that
can describe a function for planning and management purposes.

*Learning how to use the structure and its measures during the planning
and management phases (planning, budgeting, and execution) of the
academic unit.

14
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Worksheets Provided

This module contains two worksheets shown in blank form on the next two
pages.

Samples of these worksheets' that are illustrated with hypothetical

data are shown later' in this module.

Worksheet 1A:

The worksheets are:

List of Academic Unit Functions

This worksheet can be used to record and organize the various functions
of the academic unit.

Worksheet 1B:

Information Summary

This worksheet can be used to identify and organize the various measures
that would describe the functions of the unit.

Procedures for Identifying and Organizing the Unit's Functions

The.following

procedures assist in identifying and organizing the functions

of an academic unit.
.

In many cases, an institution may request that its

academic units align their functions with the institution's programs.
Therefore, the academic unit would best develop a structure that would be
compatible with the institution's structure and programs.

Determine the specific functions to be carried out within
the academic unit during the academic term being planned.

These functions are such things as the courses to be offered,
research projects, public service events, committee work,

a
I
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WORKSHEET lA

LIST OF ACADEMIC UNIT FUNCTIONS

Academic Term:

Institutional Programs

ACADEMIC UNIT FUNCTIONS

_

.

17
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WORKSHEET 16

INFORMATION SUMMARY
FUNCTION:

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE:

ACADEMIC TERM:

(a)

Information
Measure

(b)

Descriptors

(c)

Planned
Measure

19

(di

Budgeted
Measure

(e)

Actual Measure

student advising and counseling, and professional development.
Try to make this list as complete as possible.

Input regarding

these functions might be obtained from faculty who have
commitments, past instructional offerings, interdepartmental

commitments, institutional policies, and an analysis of
student needs.

Using the left column of Worksheet 1A, organize the list of
functions according to institutional programs.
institutional programs in the right column.

List the

Typically,

functions with similar objectives or primary intent can be

readily Aentified, grouped together, and related to a program.
(For those interested in reviewing a framework that consists
of a comprehensive array of typical

institutional programs,

Appendix B briefly describes the NCHEMS Program Classification
Structure (PCS) that organizes activities in a program-oriented
manner).

A sample Worksheet lA on the next two pages illus-

trates this relationship.

The completed Worksheet lA contains in organized fashion the
list of things that need to be done within the academic unit.

However, as more current information is received regarding
these functions, the administrator can update the completed
Worksheet lA by reflecting any modifications, additions,
and deletions.

The Worksheet lA now reflects the most

current picture of the unit's functiojs.

21
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This document is intended to provide a systematic aid for Olinning and managing
academic units (schools, colleges, departments, or divisions) within an

institution. It consists of a comprehensive set of techniques and procedures that
sie(

4001.00,40 by academic unit administrators to examine the internal operations of
0

their units--their functions, demands faculty and financial resources, and outcomes.
1

While implementation of this manual can occurs at various levels within an ix
institution, it is designed to focus on the academic departments. The docurpent

is has been designed to be flexible in its use and to rely upon the
administrator's experience and judgsments in applying the tools to examine various
Planning - situations. It is organized-into several "modules," each of which

aidresses a particular aspect of the overall planning and management process within

academic units. Modules are: (1) structures module; (2) academic demand module;
(3) faculty planning module; (4) finance module; (5) outcomes module. Appendixes

describe: (1) contributions on NCHEMS products to the academic unit planning
mous manual; (2) the NCHEMS program classification structure; (3) program
measures; (4) completion of work4et 3B, the faculty planning form; '(5) inventory
of higher education outcomes variables and measures. (Author/KE)

*Higher Education; *Educational Planning; *Management Informaton System; *Unit
Plan; *Module Building Design; Departmen's; Planning; Management Systems;
,

Systems Approach,

d.

et.T; n

,

,11
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WORKSHEET 1A

(SAMPLE)

LIST OF ACADEMIC-UNIT FUNCTIONS

Academic Term:

Fail 2975

HISTORY DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONS

Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist

Institutional 'Programs

InstrucAon

100
200
350
500
530

Hist 610
Hist 625

Department Research
Thesis Advising
Student Course Counseling

Research
Research
Research
Research

PPoject 1
PPoject 2
PPoject 3
Proposal Development

Historian's Conference
Consulting for Nonprofit Agencies

:.

Research

Public Service

WORKSHEET lA

(SAMPLE)

Continued

LIST OF ACADEMIC UNIT FUNCTIONS

Academic Term:

Fall 1975

,

HISTORY DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONS

Institutional Programs

History Library
Administrative Duties
Curriculum Development
Faculty Recruitment & Evaluation

Academic Support

Closed-Circuit TV Operation
Audiovisual Services

Student Organizations
Tutorials
Personnel Counseling
Scholarships, Grants, and Loans

Student Service

Institutional Committee work
Alumni Fund Raising
Community Relations

Institutional Suppaot

..

24
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NOTE:

Often, the academic unit may wish to organize the functions
according to its own programs first before organizing them
*MK

by institutional programs.

In this case, an intermediate step

can be taken as shown in the illustration below.

For example, the History Department may organize the functions'

along the department's programs which in turn are grouped
and related to the institution's programs:

History Department
Programs

History Department
Functions

Undergraduate
Instruction

Hist100
Hist 200
Hist 350

Hist 610
Hist 625

Graduate
Instruction

Research Project 1
Research Project 2

Individual
Research

Research Proposal Development
Research Seminars

Other Research

Institutional
Prborams

Instruction

Research

iz)

History Library
Curriculum Development
Faculty Recruitment & Evaluation

Academic
Services

Administrative Duties
Department Committee work

Departmental
Administration

Closed-Circuit 1:11 Operation

Technical
Support

Audiovisual Services

Etc.

Etc.

4t)

,Academic
Support

Etc.

5

Procedures for Identifyin_g_ Information to Describe a Function

As mentioned earlier, identifying the full array of functions is just the
first step.

In order to assist in the planning and management of an

academic unit, additional'items of information called "measures" are needed
to describe or tell something about each function of the structure -How much of each function?

What resources are available for performance?

How well were these functions performed?

For example, just knowing that

the unit intends to Offer History 100 is not a sufficient basis for planning
and management.

Additional information about the course must be identified:

the number of enrollments, the faculty assigned to teach the course, the
method of,teaching, the number and percent of completers, the number and

kind of sections to offer, and so 6rth.

Figure 3 illustrates this relation-

ship between a function of the structure and the information associated with it.

FIGURE 3

A FUNCTION AND ITS INFORMATION MEASURES

ITEMS OF INFORMATION

(Structure)

Academic Unit
Furction

Demand
Information

History 100

300 Fr.

Faculty:
2 Fu/I. Prof.

4 Assoc. Prof.
6 Asst, Prof:
5 TA'o

Allocation

Faculty:
1 Full Prof.
3 Assoc. Prof.
2 Asst. Prof.

(Measures)

Activity
Information

Resource Information
Availability

(EXAMPLE)

Type

Level

tecturo

6 Sec.

Financial
Information

Source

Account X

Outcomes
Information

Amount

$10,000

: Completers
Student
Evaluation

of
inotructor

Faculty:
3 Assoc. Prof.
4 Asst. Prof.
5 TA's

Recitation

12 Sic.

Account X
and Y

615,000

% Attendares
Student
Evaluation

of
Instructor
Facility:
Roomo 305,
306, 308, 312,
314, 322

Facility:
Roomo 305,
308, 312, 322

Classroom

1!.,F, 9:10

Use:
305,
308, 312,
322

MW, 9:10
MWF
11:10,

12:10
Tin, 8:10,
9:10,
2:10

.
.
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The following procedures can help the administrator to identify the kinds
of information to associate with a function.

STEP 1

Refer to the list of unit functions and select those to be
examined in more depth.

These might be functions in greater

demand, or those for which more detailed information is
needed for planning purposes.

Establish a Worksheet 1B

(blank form) for each of those selected.

For each function, determine the appropriate information
measures categories that will be used to describe the function
and record them in column (a) of the worksheet (for examples,
refer to the sample Worksheet 1B on the next two pages).
L

How the unit selects these categories must be decided by the
user.

For example, in Worksheet 1B (Sample 1), the measures

categories of faculty, facility, equipment, supplies, and
services are used to describe the Resources related to History
100.

(For those interested, Appendix C provides a brief

description of the NCHEMS Program Measures framework that
ide-.tifies categories of information describing PCS program
elements).

For each category the unit has decided upon, identify the
descriptors that will be used to describe quantitatively or
qualitatively each measure category and record them in

27
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WORKSHEET 1B-SAMPLE 1

INFORMATION SUMMARY

History 100

FUNCTION:

ACADEMIC TERN:
Information
(a)

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE:

Fall 1975
Planned

(b)

Descriptors

(c)

Budgeted
Measures

(d)

Measures

Measures

Prof. Jana Door

Actual Measures

(e)

Demand
...Student

300 Undergraduates;
75% F1reshmen/25% Soph;
90% Majors

282 Undergraduates;
80% Freshmen/20% Soph;
85% Majors

I 1421 Prof.,
3 Assoc. Prof.,
2 Asst. Prof.

2 All Prof.,

Door, Wong, Parr,
Crow, Santos, White

Percent Assignment;
Contact Fours; FTE
Assignment

3 Weekly Contact
Hours/Faculty

3 Weekly Contact
Hours/Faculty

3 Weekly Contact
Hours/Faculty

Hips; Room

Classrooms: 8305,
8308, 8312, 8322

8305, 11308, 8312,

8322

8305, 8308, 8312,
8322

dumber of Stations;
Assign. Sq. Ft.

At Least SO Each

At Least SO Each

At Least SO Each

Hours per Week

Mornings; 3 Hours/

8305: MIRE, 9:10

Week

8308: MWF, 9:10
8312: MVP, 11:10
8322: ITh, 8:10

MOS: 14WF,
8308: 11W,
8312: MPF,
8322: ITh,

Arbor, and Student
Level; Percentage
and Level; Percent-

300 Undergraduates;
200: Freshmen;

75%M:dors

age of Majors

Resource
-Faculty

-Facility

-Equipment

Rams; Rank

3 Assoc. Prof.,
1' Asst. Prof.

-

Type; Number of it.41-2

-.

Percentage Utilization;
Amount
- Supplies

-Service

Type; Amount

.

9:10
9:10
11:10
2:10

-

''.

Office; $100

Office; $100

Type

Office; $100

-

-

-

Percent Utilization;
Actual Usage Coat

Activity
-Marie of

Type

Lecture

Lecture

Lecture

Instruction
-Sections

Ntetber

-Course Credit
Hours

Number

-Section Size

Number

SO

SO

47

Numl-eo

3

3

3

Dollars

10,000

10,000

-Contact Pours
Financial
- Salaries

10,000
-

-

-Equipment

Dollars

- Supplies

Dollars

100

100

100

-Services

Dollars

0

0

0

Outcomes

-Course Completions

Numtvr; Percentage
Completion

-Course EValuation

Degree of5rtiefa..tion
with Courro

248; 88%

27n 062
Student Ettalunt'cn
still Reflrmt Ahooc

-

Average Satiefdtion
Measures may not be available for some of the descriptors illustrated here.

2939

Student Eraluation
Reflected High0ot
Degree of Satiofotion

WORKSHEET 18-SAMPLE

INFORMATION SUMMARY
Research Project 01234S

FUNCTION:

ACADEMIC TERM:

(i

Information
Measures

(b)

Fall 1975

Descriptors

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE:
Planned
Measures

(c)

Prof. Lin *49

Budgeted
Measures

II
("'

(e)

Actual Measures

Derami
-Faculty Time

FTE; Person

.S; Wong

.5; Wong

.5; Wong

Resource
-Faculty

% Assignment

SOS

50%

SOS

-Facility

Tyra; Room; Room Use

Nona

Nona

None

-Equipment

Type; I Utilization

None

Ions

liOne

-SUpplies

Type; Amount

Office; $300

Office; $300

Office; $300

Type; Proportion
of Time Spent

Field Researh

Field Research 7.5%;

Field Research 80 %;

75%; Literature
Research 2SX

Literature Research
2S%

Literature Research
20%

Upper Division:
SO; 150 Hours

Upper Division;
SO; 150 Hours

Upper Division;
50;1190 Hours

Activity

',

-Mode of Research

-Student
Participants

Level:

thenber;

:iota/ Hours

1

Finances

\

.

12,000

12,40

-Salaries

Dollars

12,000

-Equipment

Dollars
ollars

200

-

- Supplies

Dollars

300

500

32S

-Services

Dollar,

200

-

-

- Miscellaneous

Dollars

100

300

475

.-

.-Outcomes
-Time Spent

No. of Aly Hours

20 Hot.r.;

-Research Doeumant

Title; :ate of
Cor-pUtion

Hietory of State
Governments;
Parch 1076

20 Hours

24 Hours

The Historical
Significance of
State Cove:- rant -:

March 2976

30
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column (b).of each function's Worksheet 18 (blank form).

//---

The worksheets now are ready for planning and management
uses.

Using Worksheet 1B:

Worksheet 1B:

Nolumns.(c), (d), and (e) will be explained later.]

Information Summary

Information Summary can be used as a vehicle for communicating

and-analyzing info'rmation about the unit's functions during the planning,

budgeting, and execution phases.

(The planning phase is concerned with the

specification of the desired resources, activities, and outcomes of functions;

the budgeting phse is concerned with the allocation of resources, expected
activities, and expected outcomes of fUnctions; and the execution phase is
-concerned with the assignment and actual use of resources, activities
conducted, and outcomes achieved.)

These distinctions are important because

information about a function typically would be different during'each phase.
For example, during the planning phase, information aboutAhe-number of
students planning to take History 100 might be known; during tne budgeting
phase, the number of students expected to enroll in the course might be known;

enrolled and who
/ and in the execution phase, the students who actually
completed the course would be reflected.

Referring back to the sample Worksheets 1B found on pages 29 and 30, note
that the worksheets contain columns (c), (d), and (e) for recording at the
appropriate point in time information pertaining to the planned (Planned
4

Measures), budgeted (Budgeted Measures), and execution phaSes (Actual Measures).
first
During the unit's planning phase, the administrator can specify as a

cut the planned measures for a particular function and record these on a
Worksheet 1B.
a

Usually, the information can be derived by the administrator

and the individual responsible for the function or by committee.

Then,

du'ring the budgeting phase when budgets are more or less finalized, the

worksheet can be used to record the budgeted measures.

Often, due to the

need to examine budget tradeoffs among all of the units Within an institution,

what was planned may not necessarily be what was budgeted.

These budgeted

measures could be communicated to the individuals responsible for the
functions such that they will have a common understanding of the expectations
of a specific function.

Finally, during or after execution, the worksheet can be used to record the
actual measures.

In this way, the worksheet can serve as a communication

vehicle between the administrator and the individuals responsible for
the functions.

Differences or similarities between budgeted and actual

measures can be analyzed and-a basis be established for making necessary
changes in functions for the next planning period.

In short, identifying the unit's functions and obtaining information about
the demands, resources, and outcomes during the planning, budgeting, and

execution phases can help to describe the choices for fostering and
1

supporting more informed decisions within the academic unit.

While this

module has laid out a framework for organizing information around a unit's
functions, the subsequent modules (Modules 2-5) in this document are designed
to assist in obtaining the various measures for helpir: to plan academic demand,
faculty and financial resources, and the goals and outcomes of the academic unit.
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MODULE 2

EXAMINING.ACADEMIC DEMAND
ACADEMIC DEMAND MODULE)

Introduction

In determining a unit's functions, the administrator needs to identify how large
a load or what level of activity will be required for each of the functions.
Many of these demands occur rift only in instructional courses but in other
functions as well.

For example, graduate students expect thesis advising

from faculty; the institution turns to many faculty members to serve on
institutional committees; and, the community expects the staging of cultural
events for the public's interest.

Thus, by accurately gauging the demand

for each function, resources can be allocated or budgeted more efficiently,

the types and levels of activity to conduct for each function can be more
clearly defined, and the objectives and outcomes of each function can be more
definitively ascertained.

A key factor in examining academic demand is the capability to estimate
the number of students expected to enroll not only in the institution but

Many experienced administrators pride

also in programs and academic units.

themselves on beiog able to make sound decisions in this area intuitively.
However, "as more and more students drop in and out of the educational
process, the likelihood of a decline in stability of enrollments and a

corresponding increase in the complexity of forecasts used to project
enrollments" (Huckfeldt, 1972:15) may make intuitive judgments

43
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progressively

less reliable.

In addition, as the demand for learning experiences changes,

there is a need to examine in more detail the relative shifts in student
demand among the institution's academic units.

While an administrator at

central office may be able to predict enrollments quite accurately due to an
averaging process, this would not be as appropriate at the academic unit
level.

In fact, it may be more meaningful for institutional and academic

unit administrators to determine the estimates of student demand jointly.

But, similarly, there are other demands that need to be met as well by
the academic unit.

In investigating other academic demands, the administrator

would be interested in questions such as:

1.

What research commitments do faculty have that will influence the
amount of time available for teaching?

2.

How many doctoral and Master's degree students need to be advised
for dissertation and thesis work?

3.

How much time and effort is needed to serve on the Faculty Senate
Policy Committee, that is, how many meetings are to be held this
term, and how often and how much work is involved outside of the
meetings?

The purpose of

his monTeNts to provide worksheets and procedures for

assfhing witj/the examination of academic demand with primary focus on
student demand for the unitts courses,

44
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Examining Student Demand at the Institutional Level

While a multitude of approaches and mechanisms are used to obtain student

enrollment estimates, such as regression models, student flow models, pooled
judgment models (Wing, 1974), one of the most widely used ways to examine
student demand on an institution-wide basis is with a display called the

This display is constructed from the

Instructional Work Load Matrix (IWLM).

student registration data of the institution and shows the total number of
units (credit or contact hours) taken by all students in a given degree or

certificate program from each of the departments or disciplines of the
institution during a specified time period.

Figures 4 and 5 (Haight and

Manning, 1972) serve to illustrate the IWLM concept.

FIGURE 4

EXAMPLE OF AN IWLM

Major

s-

A

B

c

1

315

430

285

2

210

560

360

3

265

340

465

a)

The IWLM above illustrates that all students of Major A took 315 (credit
or contact hours) from Department 1, 210 from Department 2, 265 from
Department 3, and so forth.

4i)

From an IWLM, an Induced Course Load Matrix (ICLM) can be calculated that
displays the average number of units (credit hours) that students in various
degree or certificate programs take in each department or discipline during
a specified time period.

The ICLM is produced by dividing the enrollment

(headcount or institutionally defined FTE) of each major into the total

hours (displayed by the IWLM) that all students of a given major take in
each department (see Figure 5 below).

FIGURE 5

DERIVATION OF THE ICLM FROM THE IWLM

Major
A

B

C

430

285

210

560

360

265

340

465

50

100

75

315

'

IWLM

(in credit hours)

Enrollment
(in headcount)

=

=

Major
A

B

C

6.3

4.3

3.8

4.2

5.5

4.8

5.3

3.4

6.2

ICLM

(in credit hours)

The ICLM above illustraLes that on the average, the typical student in Major A
takes 6.3 credit hours in Department 1, 4.2 in Department 2, 5.3 in Department
3, and so forth.
36
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Although shown in two dimensions, both an IWLM and ICLM can be expanded
from two to four dimensions by adding student levels (lower division,

upper division, graduate) within pajors and course levels (lower division,
upper division, graduate) within departments.

From a technical standpoint,

this expansion should readily be possible since the capability usually is
included in the computerized procedures.

In effect, the ICLM and IWLM are used at the institutional level to provide
information about the departments or disciplines in which students of each
major or field of study take course work (consumption information) and the
flow of student units (credit hours, contact hours, headcount) from
instructional disciplines to the various majors or fields of study (contribution information).

In short, the contribution information focuses on the

individual disciplines or departments and shows which majors or student
programs they serve.

NCHEMS has a software package called the Student Data Module (Haight and
Martin, 1975) that is capable of assisting users to obtain consumption and
contribution information about student demand by developing an institutional
IWLM and ICLM.

Examining Student Demand at the Academic Unit Level

One of the first estimates of student demand for a unit's courses can be
obtained from the institution's IWLM, especially if the IWLM data can be

provided at a level of detail appropriate for use by the unit administrator.

374

For example, Figure 6 illustrates student demand_information of interest to
a department administrator that has been obtained from the institutional
IWLM:

FIGURE 6

DEMAND FOR A DEPARTMENT'S COURSES, BASED ON THE INSTITUTIONAL IWLM

Major
A

B

1

105

143

95

2

70

186

120

C

Institution's
Dept.

3

113

82

IWLM

(Headcount
Enrollments)

155

[Dimensions have been
expanded to include
major, by student
level, and the specific
courses of Dept. 3.]

Major

0,..u.,
Level

A
\--1116

B

C

LD

UD

LD

UD

Course 101

10

2

50

5

Course 150

12

3

Course 202

35

12

LD

UD

Dept. 3's

0.

w

cl

15

10

Etc.

38

43

75

IWLM
(Headcount
Enrollments)

Thus, Figure 6 shows that out of 82 headcount students of Major A taking
courses in Department 3, 10 are lower division headcount enrollments served
by Course 101, 12 by Course 150, and so forth.

\The student demand information can help the administrator to answer several
key questions at this level of planning:

1.

What student majors are expected to take courses in the department?

2.

How many headcount enrollments would these majors generate in the
department and in which courses?

3.

Which courses are more service-oriented than others?

4.

Is the pattern of courses taken in the past by these majors stable?

Furthermore, once the probable demand for courses is known, enrollment data
and decision rules on section sizes can be used to ascertain the number of
course sections that a unit is capable of offering.

Thus, from the unit

administrator's viewpoint, the examination of student demand is an effort
that requires the unit's assessment of its expected enrollments as well as
information about student registrations.

Often as a first start, the institu-

tional IWLM will have th., appropriate data; however, if not, then it usually

will be necessary to translate the IWLM data into the level of detail
appropriate for the unit administrator, or reports specifically for the unit
administrator will need to be generated separately from student registration
files.
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Note that while the total demand for a given course is typically the item
of most interest to an academic unit administrator, an awareness is increasing
regarding the "servicing" function of the academic unit, that is, what
students other than the unit's own majors is the unit serving?

Because

of this awareness, an examination of the mix of majors in a course, by level,

\
is becoming a topic of growing Terest today.

Worksheets Provided

This module contains several worksheets,(blank forms are shown on the next
three pages) that can assist the administ

tor in examining academic demand.

Most administrators account for the unit's

mand by same method; however,

the worksheets and procedures in this module .ave been provided as another
possible approach to assessing the unit's student demands.

Worksheet 2A:

Patterns in Course Enrollments

This worksheet can be used to display previous course enrollments and
therefore provide information regarding any trends (upward, downward,
no change) in enrollment patterns.

The level of detail can be'determined

by the administrator.

Worksheet 2B:

Expected Course Enrollments

This worksheet is in two parts.

Part 1 can be thought of as the unit's

IWLM that displays headcount enrollments of students by major and level
for each of the courses offered by the academic unit.

Part 2 helps to

estimate the number of sections to offer for each course based on the
headcount enrollment determined in Part 1.
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Worksheet 2C:

Other Academic Demand

This worksheet can be used to record demands arising in research,
public service, student advising, and other noninstructional functions.

Procedures for Examining Course Enrollment Patterns

The academic unit administrator will undoubtedly want to know previous

enrollment patterns for the courses to be offered.

Often, by looking at

aggregate enrollments, the ,administrator can obtain a "feel" for shifts in

course enrollments.

The following procedures used with Worksheet 2A

provide a general approach for examining enrollment patterns.

Using a blank form of Worksheet 2A, identify the courses to
be examined and record them in column (a).

The courses

selected cculd be the entire curriculum or a subset such as
high priority courses, courses of a specific level, or the
courses pertaining to a particular degree program.

In column (b) record the particular course category (course
level is illustrated) for each course listed.

A sample

Worksheet 2A is shown on the next page for illustration purposes.

Identify the academic periods for which enrollment data are
to be obtained and record them in row (c).

STEP 4

For each of the academic periods, identify the type of student
enrollment data to be displayed and record in row (d).
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illustration on the sample Worksheet 2A shows a breakdown
of majors, nonmajors, and total.

Some units may prefer

to provide a "major-minor-total" breakdown.

STEP 5

Obtain the enrollment data for each cell.

These data could

be obtained from various sources, the most likely being the
institutional student files or the unit's own records.

STEP 6 \\ 4 After the enrollments are recorded in the appropriate cells,

examine the pattern for each course to determine if any
trends are apparent.

Information about past enrollment patterns might be used as

a basis to project expected enrollments for the forthcoming
academic period [see column (e) of the sample Worksheet 2A
for a projection based on the trend shown in the illustration].

Ad'uittedly, it is tedious and time-consuming work to sort through student

records to pull out the relevant data.

If the data already are displayed

by an office in a desirable format, the task is minimized.

Nonetheless,

once Worksheet 2A has been prepared, it can be filed and kept for future

reference should previous enrollments be needed for analysis purposes.
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Procedures for Examining Expected Student Demand (Course Enrollments)

This section can be used to examine expected student demand for the unit's
courses.

The use of several information sources are suggested to help in

the examination:

(1) previous course enrollments (IWLM), (2) preregistration

it conducted, (3) surveys of student expeCtations, and (4) key indicators/
events that signal enrollments to expect in particular courses.

Since

course offerings typically are planned at least one year in advance, previous

course enrollments probably will be used as the initial estimat6.

However,

to arrive at a best estimate, preregistration, student surveys, and/or
recent changes in current events also can be valuable in providing course

information on a short-term basis, for example, two to four months in advance.
In addition, it is known that many academic unit administrators look toward
the two or three key indicators/events that provide clues on what to
expect in coming terms.

For example, in a Journalism department that had

a high number of in-state students, a summer workshop attended by graduating
high school seniors in the state provided a key indication of the size and
interests of the incoming freshman class.

Also, many institutions have.a

"lock-step" curriculum that makes it much easier to predict enrollments
for the planned academic year, that is, courses and enrollments of the

curriculum are controlled on a "block" basis and therefore have little
variance from period to period.

The following procedures are to be used in conjunction with a blank form
of Worksheet 2B found on page 43

.

Also, to assist with the use of these

2

procedures, a completed sample of Worksheet 2B can be found on the next
page.

However, before proceeding, it is emphasized that Worksheet 28

provides information similar to information that can be obtained from an
institution's IWLM and therefore any unit already receiving IWLM data may
choose not to use these procedures.

Using a blank form of Worksheet 2B, identify the courses
to be examined and record these in column (a) of Part l
of the worksheet.

In column (b) record the particular course category (course
level is illustrated) for each course listed.

Identify the various types of student majors that take
courses in the unit and record them in row (c) of the

worksheet. 'The majors other than those the unit wants
to identify explicitly can be lumped together under "All
Others."

Subdivide each major by a student identifier

(student level is illustrated) and record them in row (d).

STEP 4 \\

Estimate the number of headcount students by student level
and majors who will be enrolling for the planned courses and
record the headcount enrollment, in the appropriate cells.
The projections obtained from using Worksheet 2A can be the
estimates if desired.
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or decrease in course enrollment is anticipated, the headcount
should be adjusted appropriately.

In addition, obtain for
,

-

each major and student level the expected headcount number
of declared majors for the specific planning period and
record in row (e).

For example, in the sample Worksheet 2B,

lower division history majors are indicated.

For those courses for which there are no sources of
enrollment data, the expected enrollments can be estimated
subjectively or from informal student surveys.

Record the

estimated enrollments in the appropriate cells.

After the expected enrollments for each course to be offered
are recorded, sum the expected enrollments for each course
across all majors and student levels and record the subtotals
in column (f), keeping separate the totals for the unit's own
majors and the majors of other units.

This distinction is

not necessary but may be useful in identifying the proportion
of students from other departments who are being served
by the unit in question.

STEP 6

Similarly, sum the expected enrollments for each major and
student level and record the subtotals in row (g).
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Note that Part 1, the completed matrix, now displays an IWLM for the academic
unit expressed in headcount enrollments for each course, by student major
and level.

The level of detail for Part 1 should be changed to meet the

needs of each administrator.

If leps detail is desirable (courses

aggregated by lower division, upper division, graduate levels), the institutional office should be able to gene'rate an IWLM with those dimensions.

If not, Worksheet 2B can be used.

Procedures for completing Part 2 of Worksheet 2B have been provided for those
who would like to calculate initially the number of sections to offer for
each course based on the expected total course enrollments identified in
Part 1.

Identify a desired section size for each course, taking into
account such factors as institutional or unit decision rules
or constraints regarding minimum and maximum course enrollments, facilities available, and budget constraints, and
record it in column (h) of Part 2 of the worksheet.

Determine the number of sections required for each course by
dividing the "Total" column of the Total Course Enrollments
in column (f) by the corresponding Desired Section Size in
column (h) and record the quotient in column (i).
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STEP 9

numbe*r of sections
In column (j), record for each course the
sections
the unit is required to offer and the additional
demand
to offer should sufficient resources or student
exist.

Usually, policies will provide guidelines for

and/or
the number of sections to offer; however, demand
faculty availability may influence the number of sections

to

offer.

STEP 10

column
The number of sections required for each course in
in
(i) and the number of sections planned for each course

column (j) can-be used as the basis for investigating
planning alternatives when the final estimate of enrollments is made.

For example, if demand should exceed planned

section
number of sections, some alternatives are to change
sections.
sizes, modes of teaching, or the planned number of

\\FET-11

changes in
If any additional information is obtained about
the
student demand, the worksheet can be updated to reflect

current status of expected course enrollments.

enrollments
After the academic period for which the expected
be
were planned has transpired, actual enrollments can

be
obtained from each course section and Worksheet 28 can

updated and filed for future reference.

Procedures for Examining Other Academic Demand

While the previous section dealt with an examination of student demand,
it is equally important for the administrator to determine the demands for
noninstructional functions to facilitate resource allocation, identify levels
of activity, and determine outcomes.

In this case, the following procedures

used in conjunction with Worksheet 2C on page 45 can assist with this task.
A completed sample of Worksheet 2C can be found on the next page.

Using a blank form of Worksheet 2C, record the unit's
functions (other than instruction) and identify and record
the corresponding demand for each function in column (a).
(These functions can be obtained from Worksheet lA in
Module 1 if it was used).

For those functions for which demand information is unknOwn,
obtain it either formally (see Faculty Planning Form in
Appendix 0) or informally from constituents and colleagues
and also record it in column (a).

The demand information now provides a basis from which
resource assignments can be made, the expected type and level

of activity can be planned, and the planned outcomes can be
identified.

If desirable, information about these aspects

can be recorded in columns (b) through (i) of the worksheet
(see sample Worksheet 2C on the following page).
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Comments

(1)

Potential Uses of Academic Demand Information

The information about demand provided by the worksheets and procedures can
be useful for planning and management in several ways.

First, the student demand information can help the administrator to determine
which majors (field of study) take courses offered by the academic unit
and thus provides a start toward analyzing the "servicing" aspect of the
particular unit.

Second, historical patterns of course enrollments can provide a picture
of general trends in student demand changes and therefore help the
administrator to anticipate some modifications in the instructional functions
of the unit.

Third, student demand information based on previous course enrollments,
preregistration data, student surveys, and key events/indicators can provide
an estimate from which the administrator can plan (on a more informed basis)
the instructional functions to conduct within the unit.

Furthermore,

Worksheet 2B can serve as the unit's UM from which data can be analyzed
These estimates can be coordinated

and communicated for reporting purposes.

with the institutional level to obtain a better picture of the unit's
expected enrollments.
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Finally, information about the demands made on other functions of the
academic unit may enable the administrator to plan better the resources,
activities, and outcomes of the unit by knowing more clearly what is
expected and the amount of service necessary in carrying out those functions.
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MODULE 3

PLANNING FACULTY RESOURCES

( °FACULTY PLANNING MODULE)

Introduction

Faculty resources are important simply because the success of institutional
programs depends primarily on them.

Faculty form the base of operation

for most institutions, and especially within the academic unit, the instructional, research, public service, and administrative support functions
revolve around them.

Thus, the assignment and use of faculty resources is

a central focus of the academic unit's planning and management process
because that process must be cognizant of interrelationships among faculty
capabilities and interests, expected student enrollments, specific activities
to be conducted within the unit's functions, the physical resources for
supporting those activities, and administrative guidelines and constraints.

The way in which faculty are assigned and the capabilities they have often
govern the scope and direction of a unit.
sGvc.,.-al processes that are integral

be identified.

1.

From among these inte--clationships,

to the planning of faculty resources can

These are:

Identifying the specific activities to be _onducted by the faculty
of a unit.

These activities are to be carried out for accomplishing

the unit's functions identified in Module

,

Worksheet 1A.

For

example, an instructional function (course) may be offered in 10
sections for lecture (actiNity) and ?0 sections for recitation
(activity).

i
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2.

Identifying faculty, capabilities, availabilities, and assignments
for conducting activities.

For example, Professor Wong's strength

is in U.S. History, he will be on sabbatical in the Spring, and
he has taught graduate courses for the past five terms.

This module provides worksheets and procedures to determine te,availability
of faculty resources and identify some tentative assignments'of those
resources to activities (assignments are made for both groups of faculty
And individual faculty).

Furthermore, information about faculty capabilities,

interests, and availabilities are used to facilitate the assignment process...'

In effects these aids assist in examining alternative matches between
faculty and activities.

Key Considerations in Planning Faculty Resources

Obviously, faculty workload requirements must be taken into account when
planning the use of faculty resources.

Although research and much dPhate '

have centered upon the determination of a way to arrive, at equitable faculty

workload, there is no consensus regarding a best way, much less that a best
way even exists.

In some academic units, workload assignments are made

on the basis of the number of course sections to be taught; in others, contact
hours are used; and in still others, a weighted point system is the basis.

Moreover, faculty workload in some units consists of only those activities
formally funeed by the institution whereas in others workload specifically
includes professional development, graduate student advising, committee work,
and even consulting.

6
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In addition, there are other factors that might influence workload, such
as the amount of effort required for an activity, the class size, course
credit hour, and faculty contact hours for a course.

While research does

not substantiate whether these factors justify workload variations, they
become important if a unit's members perceive them as justifying such
variation (Yuker, 1974).

Another important consideration in planning faculty resources is the mix
of short-term and long-range decisions concerning the faculty required to
carry out the unit's activities.

For example, in determining teaching

schedules for the next term, decisions must be based on immediate faculty
availabilities and capabilities.

However, in the longer run, depending

upon the kind of curriculum the unit wants to offer, decisions about the
number and kind of faculty capabilities needed to support the planned
curriculum can be made on a carefully planned basis.

Worksheets Provided

There are several worksheets provided in this module to plan and examine the
use of faculty resources.

These worksheets are found on the next five pages

and are:

Summary of Expected Course Sections

Worksheet 3A:

Tnis worksheet can be used to organize and record the number of sections
to offer for each of the courses that were planned.

One way to obtain

this information is throunh the examination of student demand supported

by Module 0

.
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WORKSHEET 3A

SUMMARY OF EXPECTED COURSE SECTIONS

Planning Period
Date:

Courses to
be Of:ered
During the
Academic
Yecx

Academic Year
Activity
Category
(Course
Level)

*Course Units

Fall

Spring

Winter

*
f of Course
Units that
are Required
to be
Offered

f of
Additional
Course Units
that Pay
be Offered

f of Course
Units that

are Required
to be
Offered

0 of

Additional
Course Units
that May
`be Offered

4e fined by the administrator.
data refer to "Course Section."
to he
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0 of Course
Units that
are Required
to be
Offered

0 of
Additional
Course Units
that May
be Offered

0 of Course
Units that
are Required
to be

Offered

For illustration purposes, the

a of

Additional
Course Units
that May
be Offered

WORKSHEET 38
Page 1 of 2

Faculty Planning Form*
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t.1Pral
',,. 1 n is

Yoo ,,,ly
Conduc t

Co n, iat. t

1

R

of

Gt- CoJre
Unit; 'f.'ll

t'fidlt10^.11
Cot r S. nn 1 ts

ly;,,ct 10

,inu "y

Cor,J,1,1"

Conduc

Scheduled Teaching

List Those
Courses You Can
and Jould
# of Court?
Like to Teach
Units fou

---

cl
.-

No 6

to Conduct 1

''''

'1

,',/

Spring

Winter

Fall

Would Lii,o

Dept. I

Prefix!

E',I

Con :Lc t'

Conduct

A.1

(d)

i

You

i of C( u se
tiro t; iou

Spring

Winter

Fall

Academic Years

Preere,,ce

, Cc

of Co, rse
Uri; ts You
.-,;ould LIKQ

to Conduct

,..e...,%ct..

'

-1(

'-'`-''."
q, /
i.

'

of

of Course
'

,

'

It'.

'

Ur 1 tS YOU

r

"erre

.e

would I ike
to Conduct

L

j

'''''''
'-'' '''''
u
}

Preference"

',I, t

I

.
I
I

I
I

I

*Adloted from Faculty Activity_Analysis: _Procedures_ranuallanning and Poimey, 1973)
* *Coy.

e Units

to be defined by the administrator.
the data refer to "Course Section.

***Preference Scale:

0
1

3

would only teach if nn one else is
would not 11I,e to truth
indifferent
would like to te!,,:h

would strormly 11H to
'7

For illustration purposes,

would tior,t 11Le to

f,!a(J,

tr,;,.cr

ri

rvailable
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(4) Estimated Average Weekly Workload**

(e) Activity
Category

(f) Activity Description*

Thesis Committee Participation

A.2

Unscheduled
Teaching

A.3

Academic
Program
Advising

Term 1

Term 2

1.0

1.0

1.5

3.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

1.0

2.0

Term 3

Course Scheduling and Academic

A.4

Planning Consultations

Course and
Curriculum
Res. & 0ev.

Section B.

Developing Dept. Curriculum Requirements

Research, Scholarship, and Creative Work Activities\
Administering Resed-ch Grants

8.1

8.2

Specific
Projects

General
Scholarship

-

\\

Departmental Research

- Officer

and

in a Professional Society

.5

.5

1.0

.5

.5

.5

-.25

RPading Professional Journals

.25

2.0

- --

3.0

Professional
Development

0

1

..,_

Section C:

Internal Service Activities
.t

[...Preparing Recommendations
C.1

StudentOriented
Service

.25

Sponsoring Student Organizations

Department 1..dmini;tration

C.2

C 3

Administrative Duties

2.0

25 0

20.0

25.0

5

1.0

2.0

Preparing 9ud,:ets

2.0

2 0

4.0

Faculty Council

1.0

Deoart.-entt, Meetings

2.0

Joint tud:et Ccmrittee
Facility Pl3nnin, Cci-ri;;Ior

1

-

;ubii,_

1

0

2.0

1.0

1.5

3.0

5

1.0

1

__..

0

Service Activities
CommJni*/ ,elat,'n

3.0

cnnultinn

---

3 0

3.0

2 0

---

__
General Profe;sional -,e,,!-,
Directed
OUTSI:t th.
InstitJtioe
Section F

0

1

2.0
__

Participation,

Section 0

.5

2.0

Recruiting Faculty

Comrittee

.25

2.0

__

______

_

_

__

'ervIrn-, 1,- tinting

T,,, ,inIcal

_
Te,hnical
Managn-enr
and Su;:port

1-

i--

1

_

____

\

"
71(,r.

r

;

'1

I

, ,0 1

'I

.

___

1

l'j

A

1

11 0
1

o

I

JrIt

I

44 0

S2 0

___

(c)

Unsatisfied Demand

(h)

Course Level

*Adapted from (Hoenack, et al., 1974: p. 262)

Satisfied Demand

Average Section Size

Total Sections

Expec ed
Demand

(g)

(f)

(e)

(b)

Faculty Rank

(a)

FACULTY ALLOCATIONS-BY RANK AND COURSE LEVEL

(FTE)

Numbers
of Faculty

(d)

Date:

Planning Period

YORYSHEET 3C

Faculty

Sec tions/

(i)

Faculty
Research
Time (FTE)

(j )

(k)

Faculty
Service/
Other
Time (FTE)

E'l SPECIFIC

TOTAL TEPM LOAD

TOTAL FAC LOAD

(e)

(f)

CCa.RSES)

(b)

AY
LOAD

(,0

F,CT:0,6

:ATE.

PLANNING PEP TOD:

ACTIVITIES

1,",;;ULTY

":,TitilT:', P.C:VIDUAl

7.

ci:

',..

;

1

1

1

I

I

1

1

S

F

,

F

---4

S

w

F

S

W1

F

S

,

LrA5

(c)
TE-!1

(d) LEAD

FAC

-..k.-

r---+ .."

1

F
1

W

1

III

S

F
0.

,,

i

1

t---

1

S
/

F

S

..-

F

ORKSHEET 3D

.--*---

WSF WS
1

(h) NUMBER OF
(q)
COdRSE UNITS 1COURSE CN1TS (OVF,R)
OR UNDER MATCHED
MATChED/TERM

,

Worksheet 3B:

Faculty Planning Form

This worksheet can be used to solicit or reflect information about
each faculty member's plans for the period under consideration.
(Instructions for completing this form can_be found in Appendix D.)

This form has been adapted from the Faculty Activity and Outcome
Survey Form contained in the NCHEMS document, Faculty Activity
Analysis:

Procedures Manual

(Manning and Romn

,

1973).

Those

interested in pursuing a faculty activity analysis may wish to refer
to that document for more detailed information.

Worksheet 3C:

Faculty Allocations-by Rank and Course Level

This worksheet can be used to investigate the consequences of allocating
faculty by rank and course level.

It enables the administrator to

change several planning parameters to examine alternative allocations
of faculty (Hoenack, et al., 1974).

Worksheet 3D:

Matching Individual Faculty to Specific Activities

This worksheet also can brl used to investigate the consequences of

matching individual faculty to specific activities.

Although similar

in concept with Worksheet 3C, it provides more detailed information

about the tentative assignments of individual faculty members to the
activities.

ley

Procedures for Determining Faculty Capabilities and Availabilities

Often, simply investigating the unit's functions and their related
activities and faculty plans will provide information useful for planning
and management purposes.

This set of procedures can help to obtain

information about what faculty can do, plan to do, and what specific
activities are to be conducted during a specified academic period.

Thus,

the information will assist in determining faculty capabilities and
availabilities for carrying out the unit's functions.

The first step is to decide the extent to which the unit's
faculty will participate in providing information about
their availabilities and interests.

The administrator

will be using Worksheet 3B to obtain faculty information;
however, this worksheet can be completed without any
formal participation by the faculty.

The following steps

assume faculty participation.

STEP 2

The administrator uses the institutional IWLM orNnit
student files to estimate initially the unit's student

demand and converts the demand information into course units
(Although Module

using Worksheet 3A.

2O of this document

can be used to estimate this student demand, many administrators
can complete Worksheet 3A without going through all the
details explained in Module
provided in this Module

75

and therefore it haS been

-Then, send a completed Worksheet 3A and a blank Worksheet 3B
to each faculty member.

At this

any administrative

guidelines to be considered by the faculty member in
completing the worksheet are sent also.

For example, the

administrator might require that each faculty member list
at least one "core" or "foundation" course to teach from
the list reflected in Worksheet 3A.

(Samples of completed

Worksheets 3A and 3B are provided on the next three pages.) \

I

STEP

Each faculty member completes Worksheet 3B, reviews and
suggests updates on the information provided by Worksheet
3A, and returns the worksheets to the administrator.

Worksheets 3A and 3B now provide a wealth of information
that can be used for planning and management purposes.
Worksheet 3A can be used as an inventory of the
and course units to be offered for the specified academic
period; Worksheet 3B can be used as an inventory of
faculty capabilities, their preferences for various activities,
and the time they expect to expend in each; and Worksheet
3B can serve also as a vehicle to foster discussions between
the individual faculty member and the administrator regarding
workload for the specified academic period.

WORKSHEET 3A-SAMPLE

SUMMARY OF EXPECTED COURSE SECTIONS

Academic Year 1975-76

Planning Period:

April 28,

Date:

Courses to
be Offered
During the
Academic
Year

Academic Year

1975

Spring

Winter

Fall

4tivity
Category
(Course
Level)

0 of Course
Units that

0 of
Additional

are Required Course Units
that May
to be
be Offered
Offered

0 of
0 of Course
Add ti ona 1
Units that
are Required Course Units
that May
to be
be Offered
Offered

4 of Course
Units that
are Required
to be
Offered

0 of
Additional
Course Units
that May
be Offered

* of Course
Units that
are Required
to be
Offered

4 of
Additional
Course Units
that May
be Offered

0

Hist 100

Lower

15

1

6

0

4

5

Hist 200

Lower

8

2

3

0

3

2

Hist 340

Upper

3

0

1

0

His,l 410

Upper

7

Hist 455

Upper

4

0

0

Hist 570

Upper

2

1

0

Hist 600

Grad

3

0

1

0

Hist 625

Grad

1

1

0

0

2

3

`Course Units - to be defined by the administrator.
data refer to "Course Section."
77

73

0

.1

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

For illustration purposes, the
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Name

-1 ;.},.-

Rank

i r -f- ,*.1

Planning Period
Pull-Time)

,---

!./7'' :,
Faculty

(L)

e

'

Salary (Optional))

...

- p.- .,,, -.'

z

i,,

Next 2-3 Years:

,

,..

;,. t,

P,.. o,_.;.

z,.,,..,':.

Workload

-'------

: for

d of Cc4r;(

it,cn31

,,,,,,

i .t,,,,.. .,,

ICU .3y

Cof '3:t

.5

* of

pc Cw-_,e

lInit,

'',...1

-

ii or Co ,rse

',' 11 t rn31

II' VS

iy-,,C, to
C(3, 1,t.-

:L.,c t"

f0,

M,IV

rc n

t

..q"1.,.',i'',31
V7,`

CC
,I.

3

.,

,,

,

i of Coo e
l'i,lis

'A ', t,,n0

Us i ti, ,c 3

F; _t i3
k or

Sprinn

Winter

Fall

Academic Year

C'J ',J,..L

'"

'1.- z

t1

Overall Col rents -legardi no Plans for the

(h)

of 7

1

Department

;..,

Teaching FTE (1.0

t,

P,10,('

Faculty Nanning rot WI'

(a)

1

(3)

A.1

Scheduled Teaching

List Those
Courses You Can
and 4ould
t Units
of ,:lqrse
Like to Teach
i ,t,

. cf

Dept. I

to r_,)n I. t

o'

.

,

Scott tCoufr,sui

,:t,311 tli,2

iii,,Ici I. t.,

ix 1
Prefix

Spring

Winter

Fall

Cu C)nd.,,t

o

f

"

'

4 of Course
;reqr.pre...

"-,
.,

'ThitS YOU

,

i of
,

..

,

'»ould LiKe
to ConduLt

Pree,,,,Ct".

,

.

,

.

.

,

r

.

I

I

I

f

I
I

I

I
I
I

---..-

------------ --.-"--.

_

Faculty Acti vi ty Analys_is:Procedures
to to del inel liy the administrator.
"floor 'irii t-,
r!, -1 it 1 re'er to 'L nurse '.ection."
kAd

ipteit

trot"

4'PrPforencr?

'cal e

0
1

3

4

manual

- indifferent
t..'nu 1 (I

,

el so is available

to te ,,..11
.

1 ike to teach

y like to tea(
like
in teach
- would i'nst

- would

and Pfti,ney, , 1973)

For illustration purposes

would only teach i f no one
. Mu ll not i i

(t,linni no

strongl

79

70

h
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WORKSHEET 3B-SAMPLE
(e) Activity
Category

(o) Estimated Averane Weekly WorkloiJ

(f) Activity Description.

Term 1

Thesis Committee Fartiriotion
A.2

Unscheduled
Teaching

A.3

Academic
Program
Advising

Tenn 2

Term 3

1.0

1.0

1.5

3.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

1.0

2.0

.5

.5

1.0

.5

.5

.5

.25

.25

Course Scheduling and Academic

A.4

Planning Consultations

Course and
Curriculum
Res & Dcv.

Section B.

Developing Dept. Curriculum Pequirerents

Research, Scholarship, and Creative :fork Activities

----------------

Administerina Peearch Grants
8.1

Specific
Projects

B.2

Departmental Research

General
Scholarship
and
Professional
Development

Officer in a Professional Society
R.,,:dIrg Professional Journals

2.0

I

Section C.

Internal Service Activities
Preddrinq Peco-uenciations

C.1

StudentOriented
St vice

25

Sponsoring StuJent Organizations

.25

C 2 A& inistra-

2.0

25.0

20.0

?5.0

.5

1.0

2.0

C(

___.____ _

t tee

PP erwIne? tudgets

2.0

Faculty Council

1.0

DP,

Meetiris

Joint Budget Co-vittee

PuLl

;ervfte At

sional

4

I

1 : scion

.0

.0

1 .0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.5

3. 0

15

1.0

30

3.0

1

-

vi t 1 es

1,0 s

t,

(0"'

General Profes-

2.0

-

Facility Planning t
Srct Icn L

_

--,----

Nrtic i pa t ion

-

2.0

-

( erui ono Faculty

tive buttes

.5

2.0

- aD(portrcnt AAmiristrjtion

C .3

1.0

3.0

r1

3,0

20

ervi,..s

Directed
OUTSIDE the
Institution

ie(t101,

P;

rp

Terhni,11

wedge .ft
and

t

0:1C,1 in

f

(h)

1

t.141t,or.
_

'Thrse

.Eypro-,coi

I

.1,.'14

V,"

f-f i^ t'

'

to t.

'y

.1

41 °

Iv

1

44

r

0

1

C unit
Adp, is unit ch.",11 I direr not ti-v
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Procedures for Examining_the Allocation of Faculty Resources, by Rank and
Course Level

In many cases, planning for the use of faculty resources can be done on an

aggregate basis before specific faculty assignments are made.

If this

approach is taken, the allocation of faculty resources can be done by
faculty rank (or another grouping of faculty) and course level.

From the

information obtained by examining alternative patterns of these allocations,
the administrator can decide which particular pattern will meet the needs
of the unit in carrying out its functions.

The following set of procedures

used with Worksheet 3C can assist in allocating faculty on an aggregate basis.

Using a blank Worksheet 3C, identify and record in row (a)
the course levels (lower division, upper division, graduate)
of the unit.

STEP 2

For each course level, record the expected total student

demand (based on the most current estimate of the numbers
of headcount students) in row (b).

STEP 3

Identify and record the\faculty ranks in column (c) and for

each rank record the numbers of faculty (in FTC) in column (d).

STEP 11\

Determine and record in row (e) the total sections to be offered

1

at each course level (can be obtained from Worksheet 3A by

totaling the number of sections to he offered for courses of a
similar level).
81

Si

STEPS

Record in row (f
level.

the average section size at each course

This section size may be the result of such factors

as institutional policy, academic unit guidelines, or
facility constraints.

(

At this point, calculate for each course level the satisfied
student-demand and record in row (g).

(e)

TOTAL
SECTIONS

X

(f)
AVERAGE
SECTION SIZE

X

(35 Headcount
Students)

(g)

SATISFIED
DEMAND

For example,
(20 Sections
at Course
Level 1)

STEP 7\\

(700 Headcount
Students)

.

Also, determine the unsatisfied demand for each course level
and record in row (h).

(b)

EXPECTED
DEMAND

SATISFIED
DEMAND

.

(700 Headcount
Students for
Course Level 1)

.

(g)
-

(h)

UNSATISFIED
'DEMAND

For example,
(1,000 Headcount
Students for
Course Level 1)

:SOT[:

-

(300 Headcount
Students for
Course Level 1)

Depending on the numbers of satisfied or unsatisfied

enrollments, the administrator may wish to change the number of
total sections to offer (STEP 4) or the average section size
(STEP 5), if those changes are possible.

xr

(s_

STEP 8

Assuring that there is a tentative agreement on the total
sections to offer and the average section size, determine
a tentative allocation of faculty by rank to each course

level ensuring that Total Sections at each course level
are not exceeded.

(See sample of Worksheet 3C on next

page, which illustrates the allocations on the heavily
marked area.)

For example, 15 Teaching Assistants allocated

to Course Level 1.

I STEP 9 \

Based on this initial allocation, determine the average
number of sections being taught for each faculty rank and
record in column (1).

SUM OF THE
ASSIGNED SECTIONS
FOR EACH RANK

NUMEFRS
OF FACULTY

I.

(d)

(FTE)

SECTIONS/
FACULTY

For example,
(6 Faculty
FTE)

(l5 "Sections

for Rank 1)

LTEP 10

(2.5 Section/
Faculty)

Record in columns (j) and (k) the amount of time (in FTE)
spent by each faculty rank in nonteaching functions.
is an

This

oetermination Lade when the faculty teaching

time was estimated.

These figures are provided to show that

if teaching workload time is changed as a result of investigating an alternative allocation of faculty, the time

Expected
Demand

96

0

250

50

300

100

700

300

Satisfied Demand

!:nsatisfied Demanc,

**Total Average Sections ner Faculty FTE.

*Adapted from (HoenacK, et al., 1974: p.

(h)

(g)

262)

.12

25

Average Section Size

(f)

30

20

Total Sections

(e)

35

11EIMPAICMALI

5

tt

2

Professor

5.

3

10

2

2

Associate Professor

4.

90

4

10

8

4

Assistant Professor

300

3

3.

2

400

2

Instructor

5

75

/000

1

Course Level

2.

I. .Teachin,y Assistant

(b)

Faculty Rank

(c)

(a)

*FACULTY ALLOCATIONS - BY WK AND COURSE LEVEL

30

9

9

3

6

(FIE)

Numbers
of Faculty

(d)

Date:

Planning Period:

WORKSHEET 3C-SAMPLE

1.6 **

1.0

7.4

1.3

2.3

2.5

Sections/
Faculty

(i)

fp.r-il

7.7

4.0

3.2

.5

Faculty
Research
Time (FTE)

(j)

25, 7975

Academic Yee-0 1975-76

(k)

3.7

2:2

1 0

.5

Faculty
Service/
Other
Time (FTE)

IT.

O

available for research and service functions might also
change, assuming there are established conventions for tradeoffs among teaching, research, and services.

=2:

c)1,6.;:eet ,FC no:;,k4flects a tentative allocation of

course se ,r,

facu* rank to course ZeveZs.

The following step describes how the administrator can examine other possible
alternatives of allocating faculty.

STEP 11 \\

ine administrator can make various "changes" to examine
alternative allocations,

After making a change, the adminis-

trator can evaluate its implications upon the other planning
parameters reflected by the worksheet.

An example of a change is to increase the sections to be
taught by faculty members,(F a particular rank.

There are

Several implications of this change:

The number of sections to be taught by the existing
faculty of a oisven rank will change proportionally to
the change in sections/faculty.

For example, a 15-

change in sections/faculty for a given rank will change
the number of sections to be taught by a given rank by
15

also.

87

Total sections for a given course level may change.
Thus, section size remaining constant, satisfied and
unsatisfied student demand will change alsG.

Given a stable set of teaching, research, and service
func

ns to be conducted, the time available for

research and/or service may change.

Another example of a change is to decrease the number of total
sections for a particular course level.

Utilizing the existing

faculty, this could change sections to be taught by each
faculty member for a given rank as well as freeing faculty for
other assignments.

Other changes might be to increase average

section size or through potlicy decide to ('ecrease unsatisfied

student demand.

An example of a change that is far r==.7.r.hing is to change the

curse sect4Dn aliocations among the faculty ranks from one
course level to anothP.t..

!leoending upon whether or not

total sections for course levels are fixed, this change will
typi ally change the other parameters

,,,tisfiedlunsatisfied

demand, sections/faculty, average sectiA size, rciarcn and
service time).

2,2

As these examples illustrate, there are a host of possibilities that can be examined by changing various parameters
and noting their impact on other parameters.

In fact, such

parameters as Total Sections, Satisfied/Unsatisfied Demand,
and Sections per Faculty, can be viewed as targets that
the academic unit can plan to achieve or accomplish during
a specified period.

The administrator should experiment

and examine alternative allocations of faculty resources in
iterative fashion until an appropriate set of targets for
the particular academic unit can be decided upon.

Procedures for Matching Individual Faculty to Specific Activities

Many academic units will need to plan faculty resources on an individual
basis.

While this approach is the most time-consuming and complex,

the result mav be a better matching between faculty capabilities and the unit's
function, and related activities.

It is emphasized that using this set of

procedures does not produce a Tim schedule of the courses faculty will teach
nor are specific teaching times addressed.

The approach taken in this

section is based or a technique that matches individual faculty capabilities

and preferences with the activities that the unit will conduct during a
specified planning period (Dyer, 1973).

The info:nation provided by the matching

process can be analyzed, and if the administrator desires to investigate
other possible uses or assignments of faculty,

several planning parameters

can be changed and the resulting impacts examined.

NOTE:

The "preference" is a measure that determines the strength of the link

between a faculty member and a course and is to be defined by the unit.

However, the measures are not necessarily the faculty's preferences but may
in fact reflect an administrative assessment (administrative preference) of
an individual's abflity to teach a given course.

Also, the measure could be

composed from severel measures (faculty preference + administrative preference +
effectiveness factor) instead of a single measure.
scale can be found at the bottom of page 1

An example of a preference

of sample Worksheet 3B on

page 79.

This set of procedures can be used with Worksheets 3A, 3B, and 3D to
investigate in detail the alternative assignments of individual faculty
members.

A completed sample of Worksheet 3D can be found on the next page

to help with the use OT these procedures.

STFID

Referring to Worksheet 3A, obtain and then record in column- (a)

1

of Worksheet 3D the courses to be matched with the faculty
and in column (b) of Worksheet 3D the number of required
course units of each course to be offered for the academic
year (AY).

(One course unit = one equivalent course section).

1

ST7 2 \\

For each course, distribute the academic year load (AY LOAD)

i

to the various academic terms (F = Fall, W = Winter, S = Spring)

according to the required and additional number of course
units to be otfered each term.

(The distribution information

can also be obtained from Worksheet 3A.
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PLANNING PERIOD:

MATCHING INDIVIDUAL
FACULTY TO SPECIFIC
ACTIVITIES

.4ORKSHELT 3D-SAMPLE

History 100 in the Fall, 6 course units are required and
0 additional; for Winter, 4 course units are required and if
demand still needs to be met or faculty are available, 1
additional course unit might be offered, and so forth.

(Note

that semesters can be used instead of quarters.)

STEP 3

From the set of completed Worksheets 38 containing information
about faculty plans and preferences, obtain and record the
following information on Worksheet 3D:

Obtain from section (c) of Worksheet 3B the academic year
faculty teaching load (FAC LOAD) of each member (expressed
in the number of course units that the member is expected

to teach during the year) and record in row (d) of Worksheet
30.

For example, Jane Door is required to teach 4 course

units during the year.

Tnen, distribute each member's academic year teaching load
across each academic term and record in row (c) of Worksheet
30.

For example, for Jane Door,

H, 2 in the Winter (W), and 1

1

course unit in the Fall

in the Spring (S) quarter.

(Information about how the annual teaching load is distributed
can be obtained from section (c) of Worksheet 3B.)

1

NOTE:

The workload unit to be used is a choice of the

administrator but typically will reflect the institution's
policy.

The illustration uses "course units" where a course

unit is equal to the time and effort required to tePrh one
actual course section.

Many institutions specify semester

or quarter hours as the measure of workload.

STEP 4

From the list of courses each member is capable of teaching
(section (d) of Worksheet 3B), obtain the preference for
each course and record in the appropriate cell of Worksheet 3D.
For example, Professor Jane Door indicated a preference of 2
for teaching History 100 in the Fall, 0 for teaching in the
Winter, and 2 for the Spring.

These preferences are indicated

for the corresponding courses on Worksheet 3D as shown by
the circled numbers

,

(

e

,

O2 ).

If a faculty member

desires to teach multiple units of a course, an indicator
such as an asterisk could be marked in that cell to recall
that information.

clip 51

The matching process can now begin.

Each match mill be made

[

by (1) taking a course to be offered in a given term, (2)
scanning that row for the higher prerererces, (2) making a
tentative match between the highest preference and the course
by placing a matt, (4) checking certain indicators to ensure
that the specifications of sections and teaching loads have
not been violated, and finally (5) confirming the match.
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If

desirab-e, alternative approaches to the matching process
are available.

For example, the teaching loads of all full

professors can be matched first or all predetermined assignments can be made first and the rest matched iteratively.

For example (see sample Worksheet 3D):

(1)

Select a course to be offered in the Fall term

(6

course units of History 100 to be offered in the Fall).

(2)

Scan the row corresponding to History 100 for the Fall
and identify the higher preferences expressed by faculty
members.

According to the worksheet, Marr and Wong

have expressed the highest preferences for History 100.
Kowalski has indicated a preference of 0, while Door has
indicated a 2.

(3)

Keeping in mind the number of course sections to be
offered for History 100 (6), matches can be made for
History 100 by placing a check (,1 in the appropriate
cell for Door, Wong, and Marr.

Typically, the adminis-

trator will know from past experience which faculty
members always teach a particular course and therefore
some matches may have been predetermined.
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(4)

Check the following indicators to ensure that specifications have not been exceeded.

Column Check:

Check to ensure that the TERM LOAD

in row (c) for each faculty member has not been
exceeded.

For example, Jane Door's TERM LOAD

for the Fall is 1, that is, Door is required to
teach one course unit in the Fall.

Therefore,

when making a match for Jane Door, check whether
4
her TERM LOAD indicated in row (c) has been
satisfied.

If it has not been, a match can be

confirmed and the () left as is.

If it has, then,

the () should be removed and other faculty members
capable of teaching the course should be considered.

Record the number of confirmed matches in row (e)
TOTAL TERM LOAD.

Row Check:

Check to ensure that the number of course

units to be offered for a course during each term is
not exceeded.

For example, History 100 is required

to have 6 course units offered in the Fall.

Upon

checking, only 3 matches have been identified so far.
Record this figure in column (g).

(5)

Continue, in an iterative fashion, to match faculty
members and each course according to the preferences
or predetermined matches.

As row and column checks are

made, adjustments and confirmations can be made.

STEP 6 \\

Assuming that a tentative assignment pattern is obtained,
the following results of the matching process can now be
examined:

Rows (e) and (f):

These rows can be examined relative to rows

(c) and (d) to determine which faculty members still can
-,7

accept additional load because their yearly or term loads
Also determine which are carrying overloads.

have not been met.

(On the sample Worksheet 3D, Kowalski is available for two
more course units; 1 in the Winter and 1

Columns (g) and (h):

in the Spring.)

For each course for a given term, compare

the number of course units recorded in column (g) with the
number of course units recorded in column (c) to determine the
number of units that were either over or under matched per
As an example, the sample Worksheet_30

term in column (h).

shows that according to column (c), 6 units of History 100
were to be offered in the Fall.

Comparing this with column

(q), which indicates that 3 course units have been matched,
3 course units of History 100 for the Fall term still are
unstaffed as shown in column (h).
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STEP 7

If desirable, the administrator can change parameters on
the worksheet to examine other possible assignments.

For

example, one change is to modify the academic year teaching
load of specific individuals in order to staff more course
units.

Obviously, this may necessitate changing the

individuals' term load; however; it may have an impact on
the individual's salary and also be contrary to institutional
or academic unit policy.

Another example is to assign faculty

members available for more assignments to conduct more than
one unit of a course as another means to reduce the number
of unstaffed units of a particular course.

Another example i3

-,to shift or modify the number of course units to offer during
any given term.

The -umber and composition of faculty may

be changed also.

The administrator

an experiment wish various changes until

an acceptable faculty assignment pattern is reached.

The

particular change the administrator chooses to investigate
will depend upon whether the worksheet is being used for
short-term or long-term planning of faculty resources.

Obviously, changing the composition of faculty might be a
more long-term planning option.

The following examples of

summary reports can be produced from Worksheet 3D to reflect
the results of a particular assignment pattern:
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0 A summary list of courses and course units each member
is planned to teach, by term.

11

A summary of the number of planned and additional
course units staffed and the number unstaffed.

0 A summary of the planned and additional faculty
workload (expressed in course units) assigned and the
faculty workload still available.

In short, the worksheet and procedures can assist the academic unit
administrator in planning the use of caculty resources.

By varying

parameters as tne number and composition of faculty, the courses and course
units to offer, the teaching load of faculty, and the "preference" for a
particular course, different patterns of faculty assignments can be examined.

Potential Uses

There are several situations in which information provided by using Worksheets
3C and/or 3D and the procedures can be used to examine the use of faculty
resources.

One example is the use of tnese tools in the curriculum process

that involves the interaction of several factors as illustrated in the
followina figure:
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FIGURE 7:

CURRICULUM PLANNING PROCESS

Student Needs

Administrative
Guidelines

Curriculum
Planning

Faculty
Specialties

Courses
Offered

Budget
Constraints

To illustrate, assume that a new required course is to be added to a
degree program.

By matching available faculty specialties with the

current and proposed courses, the chart can provide information that would
be useful in determining whether or not present faculty resources are
sufficient, in terms of number and skills, to staff the new course.
In addition, the worksheets can be used to investigate alternative staffing
patterns resulting from the matching of faculty to the courses of the
proposed curriculum.

Another example of use is in investigation of the effects of incremental
changes in the academic unit's budget.
the budget has been decreased.

As an illustration, assume that

There would be a need to examine the

possible tradeoffs, such as the mix of faculty and courses that could
be accommodated more appropriately with the funds.available, the courses
that should be offered and those that might be dropped, of nd the impact on
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the units

culty specialties if the number of faculty must be decreased.

Through theanalysis,of matching courses to faculty, the worksheets can
assist in determining the most desirable changes or "moves" within the
constraints Of the adjusted budget.

A third example is to examine shifts of student demand.

Assume that the

History'Department changes its program emphasis in such a way as to
require its students to take a new course sequence offered in the Mathematics
Department.

It is expected that this change will result in an increase in

the number of History students that take courses in Mathematics.

The

worksheet can be used in this instance to analyze the faculty resources
required within the Mathematics Department to support the new influx of
students for its courses.

The chart can aid in determining whether or not

sufficient faculty are available and if existing course assignments need
to be modified.

In summary, while the results from using the worksheets may not be the
final policies and decisions regarding the appropriate use of faculty
resources, they can serve as reference points from which to examine this
area and to identify alternatives and tradeoffs.

Also, the assignment of

faculty resources to nonteaching functions was not explicitly handled by
the worksheets.

It is assumed that the proportion of time available for

instruction, research, and public service or other functions and activities
could be determined on an a priori basis and therefore the use of faculty
accounts for time
for instruction as reflected in Worksheets 3C and 3D already
to conduct nonteaching functions.
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Final1 4the use of Worksheet 30 can be very cumbersome for large departments.

However, the worksheet can be designed Nlletin board form) to accommodate
the size of the academic unit; or perhaps, more appropriately, academic units
with 25 or more faculty may use the worksheet by natural divisions within
the academic unit (academic specialization), thus reducing the size of the
problem and making the use of the worksheet feasible again.

Furthermore, for those interested in computer software to facilitate the
faculty planning process, NCHEMS has developed a Faculty/Activity Matching
Model that can help to expedite the investigation of alternatives and
tradeoffs regarding the use of faculty resources.

Although this model is

operational on the CDC 6400 computer facility'at the University of Colorado,
it has not been generalized for widespread use.

Those interested in this

model can make inquiries to the authors of this document.
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MODULE 4

PLANNING FINANCIAL RESOURCES

( 0 FINANCE MODULE)

Introduction

In many instances, the funds provided directly to the academic units of
an institution are general instructional monies and research grants and
contracts.

However, as the competition for funds increases, it

becomes more essential for the academic unit administrator to understand
clearly both the sources and ,uses of the current funds provided to the

Knowing how funds are used and where they come from will help the

unit.

administrator manage and allocate funds for carrying out the current and
future functions (identified in Module 1).

The purpose of this module is to help the administrator determine the
availability and use of the unit's funds.

This assistance is provided in

the form of a source/use format for, organizing and analyzing information

about the flow of financial resources within the academic unit.

Before proceeding, there are several considerations about t.1

planning and

management of financial resources at the academic unit le el.

1.

The financial resources provid

er education institutions

are either restricted or unrestricted funds.

In the case of

"restricted" funds, very specific instructions are given by the
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donor concerning the way in which the institution may use the
funds.

Therefore, institutions typically maintain records that

identify the source of all restricted funds in order to
report that the funds were indeed used for the purposes for
which they were given--there is little flexibility in the-way
restricted funds can be used.

On the other hand, "unrestricted"

funds have no donor stipulations regarding their use and therefore
are usually drawn upon to pay for those activities that the
institution needs to carry out but for which restricted funds have
not been provided.

2.

The bulk of funds received by the academic unit usually consists
of the institution's budgeted allocation for. the unit.

These

institutionally budgeted funds are usually "designated" bpi the

institution's mahagement for particular purposes.

However, these

designations often,can be changed if good and sufficient reasons
can be provided fotl'Cioing so.

The sources-of the institutionally budgeted funds provided to the
unit are not traceable from the unit's perspective and therefore
these funds should be considered as a single source pool (referred
to as "Institutional Budget for Unit X").

While the sources of the

institutional budget pool are not identifiable, these funds usually
are allocated to the unit's various, accounts, which are closely

related to the intended use of the funds (Account 10025 = $350,000

for faculty salaries, Account20017 = $5,000 for departmental
research).
104

3.

In addition to institutionally budgeted funds, units often receive
fund

from sources external 'to the institution.

These monies are

often in the form of research grants obtained by individual faculty
members and private gifts restricted to particular use by the unit.

4.

From the unit administrator's viewpoint, the funds provided to the,
unit usually will be accounted for in unit accounts.

Whether the

funds in an account are from such sources as government grants,
private gifts, or return on portfolio investments, usually wil' be
apparent to the administrator by the particular account in which
they are maintained.

Worksheets Provided

The worksheets provided in this module (shown on the next two pages) help
the administrator to plan and manage the financial resources available to
.

the unit.

The worksheets are:

Worksheet 4A:

Unit Accounts

This worksheet helps the administrator identify the "accounts" of
the unit, describe management's flexibility relative to the use of
funds in each account (restricted, designated, unrestricted), and
summarize the unit's total current operating funds in an organized
fashion.

The unit may choose to establish its own managerial

prerogatives or even select another dimension such as "priority" to
describe'the use of the funds in any particular account.
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Worksheet 4B:

Uses of Funds

This worksheet enables the administrator to identify the particular
uses for which the current operating funds are being expended and to

,

plan for the future need for unit funding in a systematic manner.

The categories used in analyzing expenditures should be determined by the
academic unit.

For example, one way to categorize expenditures is by the

functions conducted by the academic unit.

Another categorization might be

by using the typical accounting line item categories of salaries, travel,
equipment, supplies, and services.

For that matter, the unit may decide

to combine both functions and line item categories or use another scheme.
In most cases, the institutional policy for the distribution of the funds
will dictate the category of use adopted by the unit.

In this manual,

both uses by functional category and objects of expenditure category are
illustrated.

Procedures for Examining the Availability of Financial Resources (Sources
of Funds)

Thit section consists of a set of procedures for examining the availability
L

of the unit's financial resources and helps in analyzing certain characteristics
of those fuhjs.

J
)

(a)
(b)

Account Name

(d)r Total Current Operating Funds

Account
Code

UNIT ACCOUNTS

(

Restricted

(c)

1

Designated

,,
,---/

,

Unrestricted

Degree of Flexibility in Using These Accounts

Date:

Planning Period:

WORKSHEET 4A

(c)

)

(b)

Total (or Planned)

Variance from Budgeted
Amounts

(e)

....

Account Amount

(d)

1

(a

Account Code

USES OF FUNDS

Uses of
Funds

C

.
,

Restricted

Date:

Planning Period:

WORKSHE T 4B

Designated

Unrestricted

(f)

TOTALS

Using a blank fprm of Worksheet 4A, identify all of the
unit's accounts, including those representing institutionally
budgeted funds, and record each account code in column (a)
with the accompanying account name in column (b).

The

administrator should modifS, Worksheet 4A if necessary to
suit the unit's purposes.

(A completed sample of Worksheet 4A

is shown on the next page.)

Determine the degree of flexibility that the unit manager
has in expending funds from each account.

Record these

degrees of flexibility in row (c).

Unrestricted funds are monies that the unit administrator
1

may use for any purpose deemed necessary.

Included as

unrestricted funds are those monies that are institutionally
restricted but that are unrestricted from the unit's
perspective.

For example, the donor may have stipulated to

the institution that the funds are for the particular unit's
use only but no other restrictions were placed on the funds.

Restricted funds are given to the institution, and in turn to
the unit, for a very specific purpose and must be used only
for that purpose.

Designated funds are unrestricted funds

for which the institution's management stipulates a specific
use within the unit, thereby "restricting" them as far as the
unit's administration is concerned.

However, the institutional

management may change the designation if necessary and allow

1

1

(a)

Account Name

Richard Fowler

Library Budget

Unit Contingency Funds

HP5025

HL0025

800025

Total Current Operating Funds

Smithsonian Fund ?br Research Jane Door

07725

(d)

Research Project - Lin Wong

07625

Other

105025

Mary Deer Foundation

Supplies and Services

104025

EX1225

Equipment

103025

Kadac Company Fund

Staff Salaries

102025

HC0025

Faculty.Staaris

Institutional Budget for Unit X

(b)

)

101025

100025

Account
Code

UNIT ACCOUNTS
.

.

March 30, 1975.

Academic Year 1976

$33,000

8,000

16,000

2,000

$ 7,000

Restricted

$183,000

2,000

6,000

10,000

5,000

50,000

$110,000

Designated

3,000

500

$3,500

$

Unrestricted

(c) Degree of Flexibility in Using These Accounts

Date:

Planning Period,:

WORKSHEET 4A- SAMPLE

,

the funds to be used for some other purpose.

The unit may

decide to choose a priority dimension (high priority,
medium priority, low priority) to describe the use of each
account instead of a flexibility dimension.

\STEP 3

Assuming that the unit has identified a dime?sion in row
(c) of Worksheet 4A, record the corresponding amount in
the appropriate column.

'Jr example, on sample Worksheet 4A,

$110,000 of Account 101025 is designated for faculty salaries
from the Institutional Saiget and is recorded under the
column labeled "Designated.

STEP 4 \ After all accounts are identified and the amounts distributed,
sum the totals and record in row (d) of Worksheet 4A.

These figures show the total funds available within each
category of managerial flexibility to support the unit's
functions.

STEP 5 1\

If desirable, the administrator may choose to identify and
lump the accounts according to government grants, contract,
private gifts, endowment income, and so forth.

If so, a

column can he inserted in the left side of Worksheet 4A
to aggregate the accounts.

Unless the worksheets are to be

used to communicate to decision makers external to the unit,

administrators will know the origin of the funds in each
account and will not need to list them.
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.

The ihformation provided by Worksheet 4A indicates the funds
available to the unit and their source (in account code).

Procedures for Examining the Uses or Assignments of the Unit's Funds

STEP

0\

Obtain from Worksheet 4A the information regarding the
unit's account codes with related amounts and transcribe
them to a blank form of Worksheet 4B in rows (a) and (b)

s.

respectively.

to degree of managerial flexibility.

(Examples of Worksheet 4B are shown on the next two pages.)

Determine the categories to be used in analyzing the.yses
of the units funds.

(Sample 1 of-aasheet 4B illustrates

uses by functional category, while Sample 2 of Worksheet 4B
illustrates object of expenditures categories:)

List the

selecteAse categories in column (c).

Distri ute the amount expended from each account (or
pla

ed for future expenditure) across the use categories

/In the appropriate column.

Ln the example, the-$7,000

of Account HC0025 has been distributed to Public Service
as stipulated by the donor.

itoW

Account Amount

Student Advising

Replacement

Variance from Budgeted
Amounts

(e)

1,000

6,000

6,000

7,000

HC0025

0

0

0

164,000
8,000

2,000

7,000

14, 000

15, 000

25,000

100,000

181,000

100025

2,000

6,000

8,000

1187725

1,500

500

500

2,000

EL0025

250

250

250

500

3,000

0

3,000

1100025

Unrestricted

1P5025

April 15, 1975

Academic Year 1975/6

)'Designated

2,000

16,000'

16,000

16,000

ER7625

.

Date:
---

,000

2,000

EX1225

Rest icted

.

Planning Period:

*Figures in brackets ( ) indicate that the account is overspent by that amount.

Total (or Planned)

(d)

Scholarships d
Fellowships

of Phys-:cal Resources

Renewal and

Comrittee Work

Institutional

a

Account Code

AdMinistrative Duties

Public Service

Research

Instruction

Funds

Uses of

(c)

USES OF FUNDS-BY FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY

WORKSHEET 46-SAMPLE 1

(f)

2,750

216,750

6,000

1,250

7,000

20,000

24,000

21,000

47,000

100,500

219,500

TOTALS

Account Amount

Staff Compensation

2,000

1,000

Variance from Budgeted
Amounts

(e)

0

0

-26,000

(3,000)

284;000

8,000 ,
0

2,000

1,000

3,000

3,700

7,500

500

250

250

0

3,000

2:750

216,760

6,000

2,500

4,250

6,200

7,000

7,000

41,600

145,700

219,500

4,600

250

(C)---

TOTALS

1,500

2,000

500

500

*Figures in brackets ( ) indicate that the account is overspent by that account.

6,000

Total (or Planned)

(d)

2,000

1,000

Office Expense

Miscellaneous

2,000

500

2,000

500

2,000

500

1,000

126,700

4,000

12,000

3,000

39,100

3,000

500

2,000

181,000

8,000

16,000

2,000

7,000

ER7625

H00025

HX1225

HC0025

UP5025

Unrestricted

EL0025

Designated

April 15, 1576

Acatierric Year 1975/6

100025

Date:

Planning Period:

!187725

Restricted

Services

Supplies

Equipment

Travel

(F)---

AccouTO Code

Factaty Compensation

Uses of
Funds

(c)

USES OF FUNDS-BY OBJECT OF EXPENDITURES CATEGORY

WORKSHEET 4B-SAMPLE 2

/-

cr
STEP 4 1\

After the funds from all accounts have been distributed,
sum the amounts for each account and recora in row (d),
Total (or Planned) Expenditures.

In planning for future

expenditures, Total Expenditures in row (d) can be replaced
by "Planned Expenditures."

For each amount in row (d), compare it with the corresponding
e...

amount in row (b), to determine the amount of variance
betWeen the funds available in each account and the amount
the unit expended from the account (or for future planning,
the variance between planned expenditures and available
resources).

Record the respective variance in row (e).

For future planning purposes, given the overall picture of
the planned uses of the unit's accounts, the administrator
may want to make tradeoffs among the uses until an acceptable
spending pattern is obtained.

STEP 6

When the administrator is satisfied, recalculate the amounts

1

in the columns and update rows (d) and (e).

In addition,

sum the total (or planned) expenditures for each of the
uses and record the total in column

(f), Totals.

"*.

The administrat

now has a current picture of the uses

(or planned uses) of the unit's funds.

In the case of

planned uses, external or internal foiTes invariably will
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change some of the amounts and distributions-before the
unit even uses them.

However, any adjuStments can be

reflected and updated on Worksheet 4B.

Potential Uses of the Financial Information

Worksheet 4B (or a modified version) can be used to provide information for
,

addressing several planning and management issues.
historical data about where funds were used.

One use is to reflect

For example, the administrator

might be interested in analyzing how the funds of each account were spent
during the term just completed.

Worksheet 4B can be used to record these

expenditures and provide information about the particular areas of use that
are of interest to the administrator.

Another use is for providing information for planning future periods.

Take

the case of "soft money" (funds for which the existence and/amount are
relatively uncertain in the long run).

A large portion of that would ordinarily

be classified as soft money is restricted-funds.

The worksheets enable the

user to trace the sources of soft money and to gain insight into the impact,
that a potential loss of soft money would have upon particular activities
of the unit.

For example, federal research monies (restricted) are usually

considered "soft."

Worksheet 4B can be used to examine the monies that are

suprorting activities involving tenured faculty within the unit.

By referring

back to Worksheet 4A, the particular accounts that would be impacted by
possible changes in soft money funding can be determined and such an awareness
would allow for contingency planning.

.

Finally, Worksheet 4B can provide information useful for aiding the unit's
fund-raising efforts.

It can show those areas where additional funds are

needed to carry out functions, that is, where "holes" in funding exist.
By Communicating to prospective donors where funds are most needed and by
providing information on the sources of funding currently available (or
unavailable), donations might be channeled more effectively to those needs
that are most important to the unit.
,

Needless to say, there are other situations in which the worksheets in this
module can provide information useful to the administrator.

The worksheets

'and procedures should be modified to meet the unit's needs for communication
and analyses.

MODULE 5
IDENTIFYING AND ASSESSING OUTCOMES
(

OUTCOMES MODULE)

Introduction

In order to determine a unit's intended_accomplishments or how well a unit
is operated, there is a growing need to specify goals and objectives for
the unit's functions and assess the success of their achievement.

The

primary impetus for this awareness is that those administrators who are able
demonstrate
to identify and articulate their unit's goals and objectives and to

the effective use of resources in achieving goals and objectives may find
themselves in a better position to plan their functions in the fliture.

While most academic unit administrators recognize the importance of setting
goals and objectives and assessing how well they have been achieved, they

are cognizant also of the difficulties associated with these tasks.
.

One

of the difficulties in this area is the sensitive and fundamental task of
translating goals and objectives into specific, quantifiable outcomes terms,
that is, identifying those measurable or observable outcomes (products,

events, conditions) that adequately reflect the goals and objectives of an
academic unit's functions.

A related difficulty is that groups of constituents

and participants usually view outcomes from their own perspective:

students

may value satisfaction with the course content, completion of a degree
program, or obtaining a job as outcomes of their efforts; faculty may be most

concerned with professional development outcomes; and institutional planners
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may view outcomes in terms of the number of credit hours produced and the
amount of resources expended by the unit.

Another major difficulty it

assessing goals and objectives is the lack of adequate methods for obtaining
.,..

and analyzing outcome and related data.

Obviously, the.identification and assessment of outcomes is not done in
isolation, for there are other information items'and processes that must be
considered.

The type and level of activities to be carried on within a

function as well as the quality and quantity of resources to be utilized
by an activity may influence or be influenced by the outcomes to.be attained.
,

This module provides a set of worksheets and procedures that are intended
as an initial step forward in helping administrators deal with the tasks of:
(1) translating broadly stated goals and objectives intospecifj'i planned
outcomes terms, and (2) assessing the extent to which the planned outcomes
have been achieved.

By using this module, it is anticipated that academic

unit administrators will be able to understand more definitively the interrelationships among the resources to be expended, the type and level of
operations to be conducted, and the outcomes to be achieved.

Worksheets Provided

The worksheets in this module are intended to help identify and articulate
t

the planned outcomes of a unit's functions and to assess the difference
between planned and actual outcomes.

The worksheets (blank forms can be

found on the next two pages) are:
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Outcome Variables

PLANNED OUTCOMES IDENTIFICATION

Function:

,

Planning Period:

WORKSHEET 5A

.

Outcome Measures

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

OUTCOMES PROFILE

a

FUnction:

Planning Period:

WORKSHEET 5B

Planned

(a)

Actual

(b)

(c

)=0)÷( a)
Profile
Score

Worksheet 5A:

Planned Outcomes Identificaticn

This worksheet provides a format for organizing and displaying the
planned outcomes identified for a function.

It serves as a means

by which members of an academic unit may "pool' their judgments to
plan the outcomes of the function or group of similar functions.

Worksheet 58:

Outcomes Profile

This worksheet can be used in assessing, the degree to which planned

outcomes for a function or group of similar functions (undergraduate
program, graduate program, all committee work, or the entire research
program) were achieved (based on criteria established by the unit).
It provides reference points from which the differences between planned
and actual outcomes can be analyzed.

Procedures for Translating_Goals into Planned Outcomes

The major shortcoming of most stated goa's is that they are not in verf
specific or measurable terms.

As a result, it is most difficult to identify

and determine the planned outcomes necessary to achieve those goals.

The

procedures that follow are designed to assist in the task of translating
broad and generally stated goals into specific and measurable planned
outcomes.

STEP I

Identify the function and the goals for which planned outcomes are to be identified.
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Determine which outcome variables* in the Inventory of
Higher Education Outcome Variables and Measures (presented
in Appendix E) are representative of each goal statement.

For example, consider the following goal:

Goal:

"To develop the growth potential of each student in
History 625."

Clearly, this statement does not offer much information about
the specific outcomes that should result from activities
implemented to attain it.

Through the use of the Inventory,

however, the following "Student Growth and Development"
outcomes variables could be identified as reflecting the
meaning of the goal:

Goal:

"To develop the growth potential of each student in
History 625."

- General Knowledge
Outcome
Variables

- Knowledge in Specialized Fields
- Application of Knowledge
- Vocational Preparation

*An outcome variable in the context of the Inventory is defined as some
entity or quality capable of assuming one of a number of quantitative
For each outcome variable, the Inventory presents
and qualitative values.
a definition and/or pertinent description, and it suggests a list of
potential measures that can provide the appropriate data for assessing
the designated variables.

IF

For each of the outcome variables identified, use the
Inventory again to select the outcome measures or indi-.

cators that will provide quantitative information
necessary for evaluating each outcome variable

(a

sample of Worksheet 5A is shown on page 133).
If a representative outcome measure cannot be identified

in the Inventory, then substitute some othpr proxy
measure that can be determined by the academic unit.
It is suggested that faculty and staff members associated

or familiar with each function help in making the
decisions about the outcome variables and measures that
are most appropriate for a particular goal.

As Figure 8 shows, a single goal statement typically will
be reflected in a number of different outcome variables
with several outcome measures associated with each.
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FIGURE 8

THE RELATIONSHIPS AM'c, GOAL STATEMENT,
OUTCOME VARIABLES, AND OUTCOME MEASURES

Goal

Statement

{

Outco 'ie

Variable

Outcome
Variable

Outcome
Variable

I

1.---Outcome Measure

---0Jtcome Measure

__Outcome Measure
--Outcome Measure

STEP 4

Record the outcome variables and associated measures
identified for each function on a blank blot ;sheet 5A and

submit it to staff committee or some other advisory
mechanism for review and approval.

Some factors to be

considered in the review are the relevance of the varia'oles

and associated measures, and the reliability, validity,
cost, and ease of administration of the procedures for
obtaining the data necessary to derive each of the selected
outcome measures.

The ability to relate relevant general or
specialized knowledge to a problem and to
implement a solution. Also, the ability to
Zocate, retain, an4 filter relevant knowledge.

Application of Knowledge Skills:

The familiarity with and understanding of
facts and principles in the particular field
in which the student elects to study. The
student's depth of knowledge.

ec;:alized.4nowledge:

The ability to seek, gain, and maintain a
particular level and kind of academic pursuit.

Academic Preparation:

Outcome Variables

PLANNED OUTCOMES IDENTIFICATION

Outcome Measures

FaZZ 1975

History 625

--Average student change in ability to apply knowledge
gained in course as determined by pre- versus posttest comparisons

--Average instructor-evaluation score on a scale
measuring degree to which,studenAs have satisfied
course objectives set by i.nstru4tor

--Average student-reported score on a scale
measuring degree of satisfaction with knowledge
gained in course (based on student evaluation of
course and instructor)

--Percentage of majors from other departments
completing the course

--Percentage of department majors completing the
course

Planning Period:

'Function:'

WORKSHEET 5A-SAMPLE

STEP 5

Once the outcome variables and measures for each function
are confirmed, the different versions of Worksheet 5A
can be oraanized into an "outcome variables and measures
inventory."

In turn, this set of worksheets can be

.used as a basis for planning, management, and assessment
purposes.

Furthermore, the worksheets can be used as a

vehicle for communicating the planned outcomes among
administrators, faculty, and other Persons responsible for
or involved with the unit's functions.

Procedures for Assessing Planned Versus Actual Outcomes

Once the outcome variables and measures are identified for each function,
it becomes possible to make some comparisons between planned and actual
outcomes.

The following set of procedures used in conjunction with Worksheet

5B are intended to provide an initial step toward the assessment of
outcomes.

Identify the function to be evaluated.

Using a blank Worksheet 5B, identify and record the outcome
variables and their associated measures.

The inventory

of dorksheet 5A developed with the previous set of procedures
can be used to assist in this step.

(Examples of completed

Worksheets 5B are shown on the next two pages.

Note that

Sample 2 illustrates a grouping of similar functions, the
History Graduate Program.)
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Specialized Knowledge

.

Application of KnowZedge of Skills

f

--Average student chance in ability to apply knowledge gained in
course as determined by pre- versus post-test comparisons

OutcomelMeasures:

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

--Average instructor-evaluation score on a scale measuring degree
to which students have satisfies course objectives set by instructor

--Average student-reported score on a scaZe measuring degree of
satisfaction with knowledge gained in ccurse (based on student
evaluation of course and instructor)

Outcome
e

OUTCOME VARIABLE:
.

s

Planning Period:

--Number of majors from other departments completing the tours?

--Number of department majors completing the course

Outcome Measures:

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

OUTCOMES PROFILE

Function:

WORKSHEET 5B-SAMPLE 1

50

80

90

.

62

85

80

.

. .

1.24

1.06

.89

1.50
30

20

.

.67

Profile
Score

(c)=(bWa)

50

)

Actual

(b)

75

Planned

(a)

Fall 1975

History 625

.

.

2

,

Academic Preparation

Planning Period:

Function:

Vocational Preparation

Discovery of New Knowledge

- -Total dollar amount of gifts and/or grants received for the development
of new ideas and products without concern for practicality as a
percentage of the annual total budget

- -Average percentage of faculty time spent in selected basic research
activities

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

- -Percentage of total graduates employed in-state versus out-of-state

- -Average first salary of graduates

- -Percentage of graduates employed within 3 months after graduation

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

- -Nienber of graduates who transferred in as a percentage of total
graduates for the year

- -Number of students graduating from the institution after 2 years as
percentage of the entering cohort

OUTCOME VARIABLE:

OUTCOMES PROFILE

WORKSHEET 5B- SAMPLE 2

10

25

40

12,000

80

.60

12

20

50

11,500

90

75

81.

Actual

Planned

90

(b)

(a)

Academic Year 1974-75

1.20

.80

1.250

.958

1.125

1.25

.90

(c)=(b)+(a)
Profile
Score

History - Graduate Program

The next step is to identify the evaluation criteria or
the levels of performance, that is, the "planned" outcome
against which the "actual" outcome can be compared.

Generally, three types of comparisons can be made.

First,

an actual outcome can be compared to some "absolute" standard
or goal that has been set for the specific level or degree
of performance to be achieved.

Such standards usually specify

the particular minimum and/or maximum levels of performance
to be achieved.

It is possible also to use a historical

outcomes data base as a basis for comparison.

Often it is

of interest to know how an activity has done relative to
its past performance.

This means establishing a data base

that can 'be maintained and utilized for making evaluations

over designated periods of time., A third possibility
is to use the performance of comparable functions.

STEP 4

At the appropriate times, determine and record in column (b)
the actual outcome for each of the outcome measures.

A

comparison now can be made between the actual and planned
outcomes to determine the differences.

Attempt to discover

the reasons for the differences if they appear to be
significant.
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Calculate the Profile Score for each outcome measure by
dividing the amount in the Actual column by the amount in
the Planned column [column (c) = column (b)

-:-

column (a)]

The interpretation and use of the

and record in column (c).

profile score is left to the user.

with a representative profile score.

One use is to compare it
For example, on Sample 1

Worksheet 5B, a representative profile score for "the number
of department majors completing the course" may have been
.80.

Thus, the .67 profile score that was actually attained

seems to indicate that the function did not fare as well as
expected (for whatever reasons) for that particular outcome.

Potential Uses of Outcomes Information

To reiterate, information, about outcomes can be used in several ways.

First,

outcomes information can be used in the goal-setting or objectives-setting
process of the unit.

Needless to say, translating goals into planned

outcomes can bring a common understanding of what is to be accomplished in
the unit and also may serve as a potential means to determine the effectiveness
with which a function is contributing to the educational process.

Second, in the process of identifying and assessing outcomes, the interrelationships among the resources to be utilized, operations to be conducted,
and outcomes to be achieved could become more clarified.

While causal

relationships are not evident, attempts can be made intuitively to describe the
effects of different types and uses of resources and different types and levels
of activity upon planned outcomes, thus facilitating the investigation of
planning and management alternatives.
140
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unit's
Finally, outcomes information can enhance communication about the

those whose support
scope and direction to interested constituents and to
the unit wants to retain.

In sumx.ary, this module represents only the beginning of NCHEMS's effort to

help academic unit administrators obtain a better understanding of the
unit.
outcomes of the educational process that occur within their academic

At NCHEMS, the Outcomes of Postsecondary Education project is'continuing to
consider the whole spectrum of the characteristics, uses, and implications
of the outcomes of institutions and their programs.

Several related

documents have been or are being produced:

The Higher Education Outcome Measures Identification Study (Micek and
Arney, 1974) summarizes the outcomes information needed by institutional
and state administrators for decision making.

An Inventory of Institutional Environmental Variables and Measures
(Micek and Service, in draft form) looks at process and environmental
measures influencing outcomes.

An Introduction to the Identification and Use of Higher Education
Outcome Information, Technicsl Report #40 (Micek and Wallhaus, 1973)
includes a taxonomy of outcomes plus associated indicators and suggests
general goals
a preliminary strategy for using the taxonomy to translate
into specific outcomes.

An.overview and the inventory of outcomes and

Unit
potential indicators are provided in Appendix E of this Academic
Planning Manual.
141
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Outcome Measures and Procedures Manual (Micek, Service, and Lee,
forthcoming in 1975) consists of procedures to obtain and use outcomes
information in the planning process.

A Structure for the Outcomes of Postsecondary Education (Lenning,
forthcoming in 1975) describes a framework for organizing outcomes
information for`purposes of retrieval, analysis, and communication
uses in planning and management.

V

Those interested in keeping abreast of these developments should contact
the staff of the NCHEMS's Outcomes of Postsecondary Education project.
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APPENDIX A

CONTRIBUTIONS OF NCHEMS PRODUCTS 10 THE ACADEMIC UNIT PLANNING MANUAL

CONTRIBUTION

NCHEMS PRODUCT

An Introduction to the Identification and
Use of Higher Education Outcome Infor(Meek and Wallhaus, 1973)
mation

Faculty activity categories

Procedures
( Manning and Romney, 1973Y--

Facultylxtivity Analysis:
Manual

Inventory of outcome variables
measures

Higher Education Finance Manual (Field
(Collier, 17174)
Review Edition)

The source/use concept of the flow
of current operating funds

Higher Education Pro.ram Assessment
1972)
Wallhaus and Mice
Profiles

Procedures for assessing outcomes
of institutional activities

Induced Course Load Matrix Generator:
(Haighta7d--Systems Documentation
Manning, 1972)

Concepts of the Induced Course Load
Matrix and Instructional Work Load
Matrix

.

,

Pro.ram Classification Structure:
Gul o, 972
E,ition

Program Measures
T973)

First

(Topping and Miyataki,

Student Data Module Reference Manual
(Haight and Martin, forthcoming in 1975)%
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A program-oriented structure fiar
organizing institutional activities

Information categories for
describing activities

Concepts of contribution and
consumption information regarding
student enrollments.

..)

APPENDIX B

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
(GULKO, 1972)

THE NCHEMS PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE

C.

NCHEMS PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE*

The Program Classification Structure provides "a consistent means of
identifying and organizing the activities of higher education institutions
in a program-oriented manner"

(Gulko, 1972:1).

It focuses upon the

outcomes of various activities and organizes the activities according
to outcomes that are similar in primary intent.
indicates institutional programs and subprograms.

For example, Figure B.0
A description of each

program and subprogram follows:

*The Program Classification Structure reflects revisions that have been adopted
and are being prepared for publication in Summer 1975.
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Academic
Instruction
1.2 Occupational
& Vocational
Instruction
1.3 Community
Education
1.4 Preparatory
& Adult
Basic
Education

1.1 General

INSTRUCTION

1.0

2.1 Institutes
& Research
Centers
2.2 Individual
or Project
Research
3.2 Community
Services
3.3 Cooperative
Extension
Services
3.4 Public
Broadcasting
Services

Sc,tvice;

3.1 Patient

Personnel
Development

4.7 Course &
Curriculum
Develonment
4.8 Academic

tion

4.1 Libraries
4.2 museums A
Galleries
4.3 Audiovisual
Services
4.4 Computing
Support
4.5 Ancillary
Sunnnrt
4.6 Academic
Administra-

Development
5.3 Counseling
& Career
Guidance
5.4 Financial
Aid Administration
5.5 Student
Auxiliary
Services
5.6 Intercollegiate
Athletics

tion
.2 Social &
Cultural

5,1 Student
Service
Administra-

STUDENT
SERVICE

ACAJEMI C

SUPPORT

5.0

4.0

CAMPUS

(REVISED)

6.0
I

INDEPENDENT
OPERATIONS

7.0

7.1 Institutional
6.1 Executive
Operations
Manaqement
/)
7.2 Outside
6.2 Fiscal
Agencies
Operations
6.3 General
Administrative
Services
6.4 Logistical
Services
6.5 Pnysicai Plant
Operations
6.6 Faculty & Staff
Auxiliary
Services
6.7 Public Relations
and Development
6.8 Student Recruitment,
Admissions, & Records

INSTITUTIONAL
SUPPORT

ORGANIZATION OF THE
PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE

FIGURE B.0

8.1 Scholarships
8.2 Fellowsnips

p

SCHOLARSHIPS &
FELLOWSHIPS

8.0

1

FIGURE B.1

PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE NOMENCLATURE AND DESCRIPTIONS
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Descriptions:

Campus-Highest level of aggregation.

Program-The collection of program elements serving a common set of objectives that reflect
the major institutional missions and related support objectives.

Subprogram-An aggregation level that structures program categories into subsets of the major
missions of the institution.

Program Category-An aggregation of program elements that may be used to sure related program
elements across program lines.

Program Subcategory-A collection of homogeneous program elements comprising a subdivision of
a program category that classifies program elements relative to their academic disLioline
or functional purpose.

Program Sector-Refers to a subgrouping of program elements within a subcategory, e.g., level of
Se.

Program Element-The smallest unique collection of managed resources that are output pludvLing
activities, i.e., a collection of resources, technologies, policies that through their
integrated operations, produce goods or services that are of value to the organization
because they contribute to the achievement of an institutional objective.
e
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1.0

Instruction Program

These
The instruction program consists of all formal educational activities.
activities include both those in which a student engages to earn credit toward
a degree or certificate and those offered as community education for which
The instruction program consists of the following four
no credit is earned.
subprograms:

General Academic Instruction (subprogram 1.1) includes those instructional
program elements operating during the academic year (as defined by the
institution) that are part of a formal degree or certificate curriculum
and are managed by the regular a ademic departments as well as other
organizational units, e.g., a s mer school diyision-ork9 extension
division.
Occupational and Vocational Instruction (subprogram 1.2) includes those
program elements established primarily to provide instruction in disciplines usually associated with HEGIS discipline categories 5000 through
This subprogram is intended primarily for use by institutions
5500.
offering two-year (or less) degree/certificate programs for vocational
certification in the trades and paraprofessional areas.

Community Education (subprogram 1.3) includes those instructional program
elements that provide noncredit services, both on or off campus, which
may be taken by either matriculated students or members of the general
community. Any program elements that produce credit tow-1 the high
school diploma should be included in 1.4, Preparatory and Adult Basic
Education.
Preparatory and Adult Basic Education (subprogram 1.4) includes those
instructional program elenients intended to give students the basic knowledge and skills they need in preparation for formal academic course work
Also includes program elements that
leading to a degree or certificate.
offer courses required to fulfill a standard requirement, e.g., high
school completion prior to beginning work on a postsecondary degree or
certificate.

2.0

Organized Research Program

The organized research program comprises all research-related program elements
established within the institution under the terms of agreement with agencies
external to the institution or separately budgeted and conducted with internal
Organized research consists of the following two subprograms:
funds.
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Institutes and Research Centers (subprogram 2.1) contains all researchrelated program elements that are past of a formal research organization.
Federally funded research centers should be excluded here and placed
under subprogram 7.2.
Individual or Project Research (subprogram 2.2) contains the research
program elements that are normally managed within the academic departments.
This subprogram consists of the various research-related program
elements that have been created as a result of a contract, grant, or
specific allocation of institutional resources to conduct a study or
investigation of a specific scope.

3.0

Public Service Program

The public service program contains the program el
Iits within the institution
that produce outcomes directed toward the benefit o
-he community of
individuals residing within the geographic service area of the institution.
This program consists of the following four subprogr4ns:
Patient Services (subprogram 3.1) consists of those program elements that
benefit patients directly, through faculty physicians or indirectly
through consulting, laboratory, or other services usually rendered under
the auspices of a hospital or clinic. These program elements are intended
to serve the community-at-large although students, faculty, and staff
also may derive benefits from those services.
-

Community Services (subprogram 3.2) are those program elements that
have been established to provide general community services, excluding
instructional activities. Community service is concerned with making
available to the public various resources and unique capabilities that
exist within the institution.
Cooperative Extension Services (subprogram 3.3) is a separate subprogram
to accommodate the program elements that are established as the result of
cooperative extension efforts between the institution and outside agencies,
e.g., agriculture extension, urban extension. This subprogram is
intended primarily for land grant colleges and universities.
The distinguishing feature of program elements in subprogram 3.3 irthat the
programmatic and fiscal control is shared by the institution with one or
more governmental units.
Public Broadcasting Services (subprogram 3.4) includes those program
elements associated with the operatioh and maintenance of broadcasting
services that primarily support the instruction program or represent
independent operations.
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4.0 Academic Support Program
The academic support program contains those program elements that support
one primary program through retention, preservation, and display of materials
functions of the
or provide services that directly assist the academic
of
the following seven
institution. The academic support program consists
subprograms.
Libraries (subprogram 4.1) consists of all activities that directly
support the operation of cataloged or otherwise classified collection
library subprogram
of Published material. Program categories within the
the
law library,
normally will be separate library entities such as
the engineering library, etc,

Museums and Galleries (subprogram 4.2) includes all program elements
established td provide services related to the collection, preservation,
and exhibition of historical materials, art objects, scientific displays,
Other program elements that may exist for the purpose of
etc.
collection, preservation, and exhibition should be included within this
subprogram, e.g., an arboretum. 1..ibrarie are excluded.
Audiovisual Services (subprogram 4.3) is all program elements associated
with providing audio and/or visual materials or media services to support
the primary programs. Program elements are normally organizational
units established to provide audiovisual service to a particular sector
of the institution.
Computing Support (subprogram 1.4) contains those program elements that
have been established to provide computing support to the primary programs.
Excluded from this subprogram is administrative data processing, which
is included as part of the institutional support program (6.0).

Ancillary Support (subprogram 4.5) is program elements that provide
support services to tne primary programs and are not appropriately
classified within the previous subprograms. Such ancillary support
activities, when they exist, normally provide joint services to the
Examples
instruction, organized research, and public service programs.
schools,
of ancillary support include teaching hospitals, demonstration
and such special functions as a glass blowing shop.
that
Academic Administration (subprogram 4.6) contains the program elements
direction
for
the
primary
provide administrative support and management
The intent of this subprogram is to provide a well-defined
programs.
identification of the management function in the primary programs.

Course and Curriculum Development (subprogram 4.7) is a subprogram
that identifies those program elements established to accomplish the
planning and developmental activities for future (i.e., subsequent to
the current budget period) program elements in the primary programs.
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Academic Personnel Development (subprogram 4.8) is a subprogram that
provides the faculty with opportunities for increasing their personal
and professional growth and development that evaluate and reward their
professional performance.

5.0

Student Service Program

The student service program comprises all program elements related to the
institution's student body, excluding the degree-related activities and
student records. Within the student service program are the following five
subprograms:
Student Service Administration (subprogram 5.1) contains those central
administrative program elements that serve the full range of student
support programs, e.g., Dean of Men, Dean of Student Personnel Services,
Dean of Women, Dean of Students. Administrative program elements that
relate to a single support program are excluded, e.g., the Director of
Residence Halls.

Social and Cultural Development (subprogram 5.2) is those program
elements that have been established to provide for the student's social
and cultural development outside of the degree curriculum.
Counseling and Career Guidance (subprogram 5.3) contains program elements
established to provide counseling services, career guidance, and placement
services for the student body. Excluded from this subprogram is informal
academic counseling provided by the faculty in relation to course
assignments.
Financial Aid Administration (subprogram 5.4) consists of program elements
established to provide financial aid services and assistance to students.
Student Auxiliary Services (subprogram 5.5) contains elements established
within the institution to provide convenience services to the student
body or services to special student groups.
For many institutions, it
often will be difficult to discriminate between convenience services
provided for the benefit of students and those provided for faculty and
staff, e.g., a central cafeteria for both.
In such instances, the
program element typically will be identified to the student support
subprogram unless the primary intent is clearly to provide services for
the faculty and staff.
Intercollegiate Athletics (subprogram 5.6) contains all progl-am elements
related to the participation of the institution in athletic activities
with other colleges and universities. The office and staff of the athletic
director would be included here.
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6.0

Institutional Support Program

The institutional support program consists of those activities within the
These
institution that provide campuswide support to the other programs.
program elements have been classified into the following seven subprograms:
Executive Management (subprogram 6.1) consists of all central executivelevel program elements and other program elements concerned with the
management and long-range planning of the entire institution, as conIncluded within
trasted to any one program within the institution.
this subprogram are such central operations as legal services and
executive direction, which consists of the governing board, the chief
executive officer, and the senior executive officers (e.g., the vicepresident).

Fiscal Operations (subprogram 6.2) includes those central operations
related to fiscal control, investments, and functional program elements
related to the fiscal operations of the institution.

General Administrative Services (subprogram 6.3) includes program
elements that provide central administrative services to the institutional support program (e.g., administrative data processing) and
functional program elements related to student records and staff
personnel.

Logistical Services (subprogram 6.4) contains.program elements that
provide procurement services, supply and maintenance of provisions,
and the orderly movement of support materials for the campus operation
Included within logistical services are central program elements
related to the environmental health and safety of the staff and students.
Physical Plant Operations (subprogram 6.5) are those program elements
established to provide services related to the campus grounds and
facilities.

Faculty and Staff Auxiliary Services (subprogram 6.6) includes the program
elements established to provide support services for the faculty and staff.
Public Relations and Development (subprogram 6.7) are those program
elements that have been established to maintain relationships with the
general community, the institution's alumni, or other constituents, and
to conduct activities related to development and fund raising. Excluded
from this subprogram are the program elements established primarily
to provide public service to the community.
Student Recruitment, Admissions, and Records (subprogram 6.8) consists of
those program elements related to the recruitment of new students, the
student admissions process, and the adminitration of student records.
For proprietary. Anstitutions, this subprogram also includes all activities
related to sales operations, advertising, and marketing.

'

7.0

Independent Operations Program

The independent operations program provides the capability to classify
those program elements that are independent of, or unrelated to, the
primary missions of the institution. The independent operations program
consists of two subprograms:
Institutional Operations (subprogram 7.1) are those program elements
that represent operations owned or controlled by the institution and
are foreign to, or independent of, the institution's mission: e.g.,
the operation of commercial rental property for income, a restaurant,
a bowling alley.
Outside Agencies (subprogram 7.2) are those program elements that are
controlled or operated by outside agencies but are housed or otherwise
supported by the institution. An example would be the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education, which has its offices on the campus
of the University of Colorado.

8.0

Scholarships and Fellowships Program

The scholarships and fellowships program provides the capability to classify
and include funds awarded to graduate and undergraduate students. This
program consists of two programs:
Scholarships (subprogram 8.1) includes funds awarded to undergraduate
students as grants-in-aid, trainee stipends, tuition and fee waivers,
and prizes.
Fellowships (subprogram 8.2) includes funds for graduate students as
outright grants-in-aid and trainee stipends. Excluded are funds for
which services to the institution must be rendered, e.g., teaching
and research assistants.
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APPENDIX C

V,
.7

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM MEASURES
(Topping and Miyataki, 1973)
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PROGRAM MEASURES

A program structUre alone is not sufficient to assist in the planning and
budgeting of academic unit activities without knowing its contents.

Items of information are needed to describe or tell something about each
element within the structure.

For example, just to know the name of

an instructional activity such as an undergraduate history course is not
enough.

The contents of the course'must be identified:

the number of

enrollments, the faculty member assigned to teach the course, the method
of teaching, the number of completers, etc.

The categories of information

describing each program element have been adapted from the NCHEMS Program
Measures document and are referred to as program measures.

The measures associated with a program element are identified in Figure C:O.
and described below:

FIGURE C.0:

PROGRAM
ELEMENT

Target and Beneficiary
Group Measures

MEASURES ASSOCIATED WITH A PROGRAM ELEMENT
Resource
Measures

Activity
Measures

Financial
Measures

Outcome
Measures

Target and Beneficiary Group Measures identify and quantitatively describe the
people or groups of people to be served by and/or who will benefit directly
or indirectly from either the activities or outcomes of a program element

15
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t

during a stated time period.

Those to be served are known as target

grou4

and those who will benefit are called beneficiary groups.

Resource Measures quantitatively express the physical and human resources
to be utilized within a program element during a stated time period,
Physical resource measures pertain to facilities, equipment, supplies,
and services, while human resource measures refer to faculty and staff.

Activity Measures quantitatively express the level and type of operations
to be carried on within a program element during a stated time period.
These measures help to describe the process of a program element.

Financial Measures quantitatively express in dollar amounts the source
of funds and expenditures for physical and human resources to be spent
at a specific level of activity within a program element during a stated
time period.

Outcome Measures quantitatively express the outcomes achieved or the
products to be generated by the activities of a program element during
a stated time period.

These measures also enable the administrator to

evaluate the degree to which the outcomes met the objectives of the program
element.

What did the money buy?
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Each of these program measure categories is called a group.

The parti-

cipant measures, resource measures, and financial measures groups are
broken down into subgroups.

For example, the resource measures group

consists of facilities, equipment, and supplies and services subgroups.
Each of these subgroups consists of the specific categories that can be
used to describe or measure a particular aspect of each program element.
The activity or outcomes measures groups are not subdivided into subgroups;
instead, the categories are grouped into an inventory from which they can
be individually selected to describe'each program element.

Figure C.1

illustrates the nomenclature or framework of program measures.
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I.

Q. Supplies &
Services

C. Equipment

B. Facilities

(Subgroup)
A. Personnel

'Measures

Resource

(Group)

B. Expenditures

Activity
Measures

Target
Group
Measures

L

V.

IV.

VI.

Outcome
Measures

The descriptors for these four groups are
uniquely described for each PCS subprogram.

Beneficiary
Group
Measures

Financial
Measures

Note.

III.

Program Measures

Set
of

PCS LEVEL,
e.g., Program
Subprogram,
et

GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF PROGRAM MEASURES

II.

A. Revenues

.1

Figure C.1:

.4.

APPENDIX 0

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
WORKSHEET 3B:

FACULTY PLANNING FORM

,

)

,..
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Instructions for Completing Worksheet 3B:

(a)

Faculty Data:

Faculty Planning Form

Complete this block by filling in your name, identifiers

that describe some key characteristics'about yourself, and the academic
year for which the information is being obtained.

(Can be filled in

by the administrator before being sent to each faculty member.)

(b)

Overall Comments,Regarding Plans for the Next 2-3 Years:

In a

brief paragraph, give a general indication of your major plans that
would influence your workload in the next 2-3 years.

(c)

Faculty Workload:

This block is used to indicate your workload

requirements for the academic year and each term.

(The unit should

determine whether the course units will be reflected in equivalent
course sections, clock-hours, contact hours, or whatever measure.the
institution uses for workload assignments.)

(d)

A.i Scheduled Teaching:

The information to be completed in this

section refers to the teaching workload.

List Those Courses You Can and Would Like to Teach:

In this column,

indicate which courses you are capable of teaching.

The guidelines

within which your list is drawn should be established by your unit.
For example, you may have a free choice, you may select from a predetermined list indicating some "core" subjects that you are required to
teach, or the list might be drawn by the administrator as a first step
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WORKSHEET 3B-SAMPLE
Page 1 of 2

Faculty Planning Form*

(a)

Name

Jane 1),'Or

t HIstory
Department_

Rank

Prof

Planning Period Academic Ycar 1925-76

Teaching FTE (1.0 . Full-Time)

Salary (Optional)

.33

.

(b) Overall Comments Regarding Plans for the Next 2-3 Years:
I cxpeot to relinquish the department head's position in academic ;fear
1976-77 and resure a more active role in research and teaching.

Faculty Workload

(c)

Y of

of Cuurse
Units You

Extoct
Conduc

i

Additional
Coui,P units
You "ay
Conduct

t

to

of Course
Unit; 'iou

ExPect to

(d)

'list

1

1

I

ilia t

o

0

* of

I of Cout0
Units

?o.l 1 t ilra I
Cc 1%. i'nits

'ou

r*Pect 0
Conduc

0

z,

t"

1,,,) " Pe
Condo,:

0

2

Winter

Fall

and Auld

t of

Like to Teach

Hist

Conduct

1

List Those
Courses You Can

Dept.1

d of
Aed tional
Ccoise Units
You Nay
Conduct

d of Course
Units lou
Expect to
Conduct

cit, Pay

Spring

Scheduled Teaching

A.1

Prefix

o(

Additional
Course Un is

ConOuct

0

4

Winter

Fall

Academic Year

I of Course

Units You

tout d lire
No.

to Conduct

,., id it

lona 1

guonfi

Course

Units

CC:it SC l'rii ts

Would Like

Y k.0 ?May

to Conduct

(,onduc t

Spring

of

Aed I t i °nal

Cour,(

snits

Preftrence"

0 of Cour e
Units You

Would Like
to Conduct

Yu') "'Y

Conduct

I of
Addi t 1 ona I

Cr ur. t L'IliS
'

Pereence

Th.. ray
Conthn. t

100

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

,,

:.',

410

1

0

S

1

0

3

0

0

3

570

0

1

3

0

1

3

0

1

3

6:.:5

0

d

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

1

/list

1

I

.

I

.
I

.
I

I

*Adapted from Faculty Activity Analysis:
**Course Units

Procedurr,is

to be defined by the administrator.
the data refer to "Course Section."

***Preference Scale:

0 2 3 4 5 1

"ianual

(Manning and Romney, 19/3)

For illustration purposes,

would only teach if no one else is available
would not like to teach
indifferent
would like to teach
would strongly like to4tparh
would most like to teackiaU
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Page 2 of 2

WORKSHEET 3B-SAMPLE

(q) Estirated Average Weekly

(e) Activity
Category

Thesis Cormittne Participation
A.2

Unscheduled
Teaching

A.3

Academic
Program
Advising

UortIZ

(f) Activity Description.
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

1.0

1.0

1.5

3.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

1.0

2.0

.5

1.0

.5

.5

Course Scheduling and Academic

A.4

Course and
CurriculuRes. & 0ev.

Section 8.

8,1

8.2

Planning Consultations

Developing Dept. Curriculum Requir -ents

Research, Scholarship, and Creative Work Activities

Specific
Projects

General
Scholarship
and
Professional
Development

Section C.

Administering Research Grants

.5

Departmental Research

.5

Officer in a Professional Society

.25

.25

Reading Professional Journals

2.0

---

3.0

0

1

Internal Service Activities
Preparing Reco-rendations

C.1

.

StuaentOriented
Service

I

25

.25

.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

25.0

20.0

25 0

.5

1.0

2 0

Preparing i'udgets

2.0

2.0

4.0

Faculty Council

1.0

1.0

Dpartental Peetirgs

2 0

2 0

Joint Budget Co-mittoe

1.0

Sponsoring Student Organizations

---

Departnent Adrinistration
C.2

C.3

Ad-onistraLive Duties

Recruiting Faculty

Cor:ottee
Participation

1

Facilit, "-fling Cc-mission

1

_

0

2 0

- ___ - --

,-

1
Section 0

____

_

1.5

3 0

5
1.0
________ ____
___

1

0

_ _______

Public Service Activities

1
Community Relations

3.0

3 0

3 0

Cog'ult.ng

---

2 0

---

"-

General Profes-

I

sional Servicos
DirectPd
OOSIDE thf!
Institution
I

S(t,On E

2n-.nical Seflre., Activities

.

_

,

Terhnita1
Panaco (rt

1-___

-1

1

1

and ii);prii t

1_

Avera,n
(h)

tlon to 7(.1

'These OescrfUtionS Sh6ol,f br expfesSf',1 in
"Exprnf,5c.1 In ovnr1,,,,,

,'easu,e

fkl1
c,,
in
nj :,t,v11.05

14/ 0

1 44 0

,

°

1

familiar to tier, cAde ,c unit ,,-1ers

clock-hours for 111.6t/0:lon pdrro'.ns

/

166 1:0

7nf! akade, is unit Should drir

,e tin

# of Course Units You Would Like to Conduct:

In these columns,

record the number of units'of each course you would like to teach
efor each term.

This column could be used also to reflect the number

of course units you are expected to teach.

# of Additionai'Course Units You May Conduct:

In these columns, for

each term, indicate the number of additional units of each course
you would be willing to conduct if a faculty member is needed to
teach that course and you have the capability.

Preference:

Through this measure; express the strength of your link

with each course.

(This measure need not be faculty preference but

in fact might be determined through administrative means of assessing
each member's ability to teach the course.)

(e)

Activity Category:
activity.

(f)

Fill in the categorical identification of the

(This will usually be preprinted on the form.)

Activity Description:

For each Activity Category, fill in a

description of each activity in which you will be involved.
of activities in each Activity Category are:
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1

Examples

A.2 Untcheslided leaching

reachine not associated with the specific courses listed in A I

F ot example

Thesis comnutice participation

Guest keturing In another Faculty member t course

7 hesis ads ring

(Jiving seminars within the institution

Discussions with colleagues about teaching

A.3 Academic Program Advising (Irving ail ice to students vuncerning count scheduling and academic programs Not to be confused
with counseling that is included sn C I
A.4 Court/ and Curriculum Research and Development

SLC1ION Z.

Developing and preparing for Suture courses

Preparing cOurSt outlines

Devising new instructional materials

Developing hook lots

Revising existing material;

Evaluating courses

Planning summer or intersession
programs

I or example

Deselopeng deraitment
curriculum requirements
Froloating leaching effectiveness
and pl inning changes

I SI AR( II, S( 1101 ARSIIII' AND cRzAraz WORE ACTIVITIES

specific Progects

Re scan h, scholarship and tic nisi. work aci.voty ref tied in a sees Ilse protect F or exampie

Departmental research

Revessing .1 colleague's

research work

Sponsored research

Writing or deseloping

Performing your
professional skill

(rising recitals

Writing reviews

Moon lining an artistic
skill

Creating new art forms

research proposals

Your dissertation research

Ezhibittnns

Writing articles

Adm.- :ring research

Wriiing hooks

grants

8.2 (It net al Ssholatship and Proiessional Deselopment All research. scholaislup, and creative work acirvilies related to keeping cur.
rent in a pr of essinnal field For c sample
F casting articles and

Of freer sn i professional

hooks related to your

society

Attending seminars

Editor of a journal

h-related discussion
with colleagues
Nese

profession

Attending professional
meetings

SECI

C: INII RNA! SI R VIC! AC MI III S
This seunm iny little, at I ',toes tel lied Ill general conloci with students
units within tic institution and lit 4u:10114v rnstuuronal requests

lit pro( ession d responsibilities within other organizational

C.I Student oriented Servise For example
Personsl career and
Din insial toi meting

Sronsiiiing student or canuations

Preparing recommend mons

Meeting with parents

P it hop limn in social

A tlemttng stride Pt recitals

roc lion

C.2 Attnomstr list Doilies

4 oil hong intramural or

Kee outing students

wilco:oils pale N1111[110

Iles el Ito:" Jv triad orchestra,
smarm plays debate team or
-my other student group

F ter esanitnte

Pet fir none the dune, of a
der
merit di or man dean,
s ire presiiirni io in other
ailnonistr
positron

I wilily ,ervne lers011s and
/west onn ores

Keeping records

l'reparinr minutes

Ailroinestering personnel
policies

4, wing and answering
nit moramin

A ss.f nini I u call) tot 1st !Oath

I

l'fq, ',Inc Midgets

Recruiting faculty

(r other mg this

Advising on library purchases

Helping dining registration

Recruiting students

scorlong visitors

Interviewing csndodales for
(acidly positrons

C.) Committee Participation For example
Admission committees

I acuity senate

Dtpartmenial meriting.

Planning commorees

SECLION I): NIA l(

SI R'si

I

Budget committees

A( I IS I I IF S

ill, bvtws 'hal tic dlltrIt II outside ihe inslitotan Icescpt for those assoereil wilts community
lestension igsiruthrinI wholl should I. ins hided in A I
I his set nun ins 114:es

(tent
ssion it St Is 1st, Ads,. Iles It d I hitsidc
Insoltioon 1 or e, inopls
( nnslill lug

the

Insi Hilton

'mm111,111), training grains

Patient care
Profession

.perrorioing

as in pliys orchestras

Agricultor 1 extension
Urban colension

I tcltires or seminars for
the public
1s
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SECTION E:

TECHNICAL SERVICES ACTIVITIES

This section includes activities related to the technical services provided

by a department to supporttthe instructional. --earch, and public servlct
programs of the institution.

Technical Management and Support.

For example:

Closed-Circuit TV
programming and monitoring

Maintenance of instructional
equipment

Managing the institutiol's
radio station

Publishing institutional newspape'r

Managing the technical
Support staff

(g)

Estimated Average Weekly Workload:

For each of the activities you

will be involved with, estimate the average weekly hours you think
you will spend in that activity for each academic term,

(h)

Average Weekly Workload in Addition to Teaching Activities:

Sum

the Estimated Average Weekly Workload for each term to get an
indication of the total average weekly hours you might spend in
nonteaching activities during a particular academic term.
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APPENDIX E

INVENTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION OUTCOME VARIABLES AND MEASURES
--"N

[Extracted from' Micek and Wallhaps,,1973]
)
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THE INVENTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION

OUTCOME VARIABLES AND MEASURES:

AN OVERVIEW

The Outcomes of Higher Education project of the National Center for Higher
Education Magagement Systems at WICHE hopes to make significant contributions
to solving the problems associated with identifying and using outcome information in planning and management.

NCHEMS's first effort has been an attempt

to develop an inventory of possible outcome variables with suggestions for
their measurement.

The sections that follow describe the inventory and its

use.

Development of the Inventory
One major problem associated with incorporating the outcomes of higher
education into planning and decision making processes has been the lack of

a "common outcomes language" necessary for communicating and understanding
the outcomes and benefits of higher education programs.

To some degree

this situation parallels the difficulties biologists faced prior to the
development of Linnaeus's taxonomy, which provided a common language or
inventory for identifying and categorizing the various hierarchies of
living organisms.

Once the taxonomy was completed, however, biologists

were in a better position to identify, measure, and analyze the characteristics
and changes of the various species.

Consequently, their knowledge about

plant and animal organisms increased, and their communication about these
organisms with other scientists improved.

172,

benefits or
Similarly, higher education has difficulty communicating about
results.

Barriers are encountered when attempts are made to translate

goal statements into terms of program outcome,, and program comparisons
and measures are lacking.
are thwarted because structures, definitions,

While

is by no means
developing a communication base for higher education outcomes
a total or final solution, it is a necessary step.

Recognition of the

develop
potential benefits of such a communication base has led NCHEMS to
Measures.
the Inventory of Higher Education Outcome Variables and

This

and
inventory lists and describes various outcomes of higher education

suggests potential measures or proxy measures of those outcomes.*

.

Basic to the inventory are two criteria.

The first criterion is that the

inventories must be of service to as many kinds and levels of plannersand decision makers in higher education as possible.

For example, they

which
should aid students and parents in making better decisions about

*NCHEMS also has developed an Inventory of Institutional Environment
of resource measures,
Variables and Measures that includes various combinations
target
and
beneficiary
group measfinancial measures, activity measures, and
do
inventory
recognizes
that
institutions
The development of this
ures.
important
environdesign programs and allocate resources to produce certain
For example, institutions of higher education create promental outcomes.
of facilities that will
grams and allocate resources to develop certain types
While the creation
promote a unique intellectual and/or social atmosphere.
pursued with the
of this unique atmosphere may be a desired outcome, it is
learning, better,
contribute
to
better
student
belief that it will eventually
In
in general.
the
students
and
the
community
research, or better service fr)r
be
used
as
meaningful
proxies
for
outaddition, environmental measures can
For example, the number of
comes, if the outcomes cannot be measured directly.
student
may
serve
as
a
proxy
measure of student
library volumes acquired per
growth and development.
request.
For your information, drafts of this inventory are available on
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institutions and programs will provide the most meaningful and appropriate
educational experiences.

They'should help institutional administrators and

pPogram managers account for the educational resources allocated and utilized
in terms of the outcomes and benefits produced and the goals attained.

Finally,

they should provide legislators and statewide coordinating agencies with a

better understanding of the intended as well as the unintended consequences of
higher education.

The second criterion employed in developing the inventory is that it must
provide a relatively complete characterization of an institution's programs.

The variables listed in the outcomes inventory should include not only

academic and instructional outcomes, but research and community service out
comes as well.

The inventory has been developed to include comprehensive lists of the
outcome variables related to higher education programs and institutions.

For the purpose of clarification, a variable in the context of the inventory
is defined as some entity or quality capable of assuming one of a number of
quantitative or qualitative values.

For each outcome variable the

inventory presents a definition or pertinent description, and it suggests

a list of potential measures that can provide the appropriate evidence or
necessary data for assessing the designated variables.

The current outcomes inventory incgrporates reactions and suggestions from
many individuals concerned with higher education.
categories define the structure of the inventory.
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The following major

Section 1.0:

Student Growth and Development Outcome Variables

1.1.0:

Knowledge and Skills Development

1.2.0:

Social Development

1.3.0:

Personal Development

1.4.0:

Career Development

,

Section 2.0:

Development of New Knowledge and Art Forms Outcome Variables

Section 3.0:

Community Development and Service Outcome Variables

3.1.0:

Community Development

3.2.0:

Community Service

3.3.0:

Longer Term Community Effects

Characteristics of the Inventory
The outcomes inventory can be further described by identifying certain key
characteristics and limitations.

Comprehensiveness:

While every attempt has been made to develop

a comprehensive list of variables, it is highly probable that
certain important outcome variables have been overlooked.

Or,

more likely, in certain cases the descriptions may be interpreted
to exclude elements they are intended to encompass.

It is recognized also that different individuals, institutions,

and agencies will establish different subsets of the variables
they view as relevant.

Such lists undoubtedly will eliminate
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certain variables, which will simply emphasize the fact that
different individuals, institutions, and agencies have unique
sets of objectives.

Disaggregation:

If an attempt is made to map the inventory

onto an institution's program structure, it may become apparent
that incongruities exist at different levels of aggregation.

For

example, it is very difficult to associate many of the outcome
variables, particularly those in the area of student values and
attitudes, with any program classification below the entire campus
except on a very arbitrary basis.

A major reason for this aggrega-

tion problem is that higher education programs often produce joint
outcomes.

For example, a program in political science potentially

affects students in terms of their "political" values and attitudes.
Similarly, a program in history and sociology tlso can affect
"political" values ,and attitudes.

Consequently, attributing any

change in students' "political" values and attitudes to a particular
program or course is extremely difficult.

Redundancy:

While developing a list of mutually exclusive outcoMe\.

variables has been a key concern in the development of the
inventory, the overlaps between variables in the inventory have
not been entirely eliminated.

For example, student values and

attitudes toward "change and stability" are likely to intersect
with "political" values and attitudes.
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Similarly, "vocational

preparation" characteristically intersects with "general
knowledge" and "communication skills."

Neutral Scale:

The variables' definition'i- and descriptions

are not intended to connote value judgments.

Efforts have

been made to eliminate the use of such value-laden terms as
"increase," "gain," and "benefit."

Each user of the inventory

is expected to view the variable descriptions as a neutral scale,
to which he can attach his own unique values in terms of his preferred evaluation standards or his desired levels of performance.

For example, one institution may want to increase the importance
its students attach to "socioeconomic aspirations," while
another institution may desire to decrease the degree of emphasis
It is recognized that an implied

placed on this variable.

value judgment is built into the inventory by virtue of the
level of aggregation utilized.

That is, since "communication

skills" is listed and "mathematical skills" is not, the unintended
implication may be that communication is more important than
mathematics.

However, every attempt has been made to maintain

a consistent level of aggregation throughout the inventory.

Measures:

Developing a comprehensive list of outcome measures

is a large-scale task, and it should be clear that the suggested
measures are not all-inclusive and, for that matter, they may
not be the best available.
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Thus, each user of the Inventory

It;

should strive to identify or develop additional measures or proxy
measures to gain as much information as possible about the outcome
variables he is interested in assessing.

The criteria for suggest-

ing measures are based on judgments of their significance and
practicality, primarily relative to data availability.

Studies

to determine the relationships between measures and their value,
practicality, and interpretation remain to be accomplished.

t.
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OUTLINE OF THE INVENTORY OF
HIGHER EDUCATION OUTCOME VARIABLES AND MEASURES

1.0

Student Growth and Development
Knowledge and Skills Development

1.1.0

1.1.1.00

Knowledge Development

1.1.1.01

General Knowledge

1.1.1.02

Specialized Knowledge

1.1.2.00

Skills Development

1.1.2.01

Application and Knowledge Ski i..4

1.1.2.02

Critical Thinking and Reasoning Skills

1.1.2.03

Creativity Skills

1.1.2.04

Communication Skills

1.1.2.05

Motor Skills

1.1.3.00

Knowledge and Skills Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs

1.1.3.01

1.2.0

Intellectual Disposition

Social Development

1.2.1.00 Social Skills
1.2.1.01

Interpersonal Participation

1.2.1.02

Leadership

1.2.1.03

Citizenship

1.2.2.00

Social Attitudes, Values and Beliefs

1.2.2.01

Political

1.2.2.02

Racial/Ethnic

1.2.2.03

Personal Ethics
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1.3.0

1.2.2.04

Social Conscience

1.2:2.05

Socioeconomic Aspirations

1.2.2.06

Cultural Interest

Personal Development

1.3.1.00

1.3.1.01

Physical Health

1.3.1.02

Mental Health

1.3.2.00

1.4.0

Student Health

Student Personal Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs

1.3.2.01

Religious and Spiritual

1.3.2.02

Change/Staility

1.3.2.03

Self-Concept

Career Development

1.4.1.00

Career Preparatipn

1.4.1.01

Academic Preparation

1.4.1.02

Vocational Preparation

1.4.2.00

Career Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs

1.4.2.01

Achievement Orientation

1.4.2.02

Educational Aspirations

1.4.2.03

Educational Satisfaction

1.4.2.04

Vocational Aspirations
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2:0

3.0

Development of New Knowledge and Art Forms
2.0.0.01

Discovery of New Knowledge

2.0.0.02

Interpretation and Application of New Knowledge

2.0.0.03

Reorganization of New Knowledge

a.)

Community Development and Service

.
3.1.0

Community Development

3.1.0.01

Community Educational Development

3.1.0.02

Faculty /Staff Educational Development

-,

3.2.0 ymnunity Service
3.2.0.01

Extension Services

3.2.0.02

Personal Services

3.2.0.03

Extramural Cultural and Recreational Services

3.2.0.04

Financial Impact on the Community

a-

3.3.0

Lorjer Term Community Effects

3.3.0.01

Social Impact

3.3.0.02

Economic Impact
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POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES
1.0

Student Growth and Development
1.1.0

Many of the measures listed in 1.4.0
Career Development may also.apply in 1.1.0.

Knowledge and Skills DeveTopment

1.1.1.00

Knowledge Development

1.1.1.01

s\,.

Note:,

1.1.1.01

General Knowledge

The familiarity with and understanding of
facts and principles across several broad
fields. The student's breadth of knowledge.

General Knowledge Measures

- Ave/age student score on those items from
tests (e.g., CLEP - General Exam; SAT Area
Exam) that measure breadth of knowledge.*
.

- Average student change in breadth of knowledge
as determined by comparing entering general
knowledge test scores to subsequent
test scores (e.g., on CLEP, the GRE,
or SAT Area Exams) after
years.
.

- Average student-reported score on a scale
measuring degree of satisfaction with breadth'
.
of knowledge (based on a student surey).
,
,

%

,;,,

..'

A

.

4.

.

/1(

*Standardized measures are referenced at the end of this inventory.

POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

1.1.1.02

Specialized Knowledge

1.1.1.02

The fami iarity with and understanding of
facts and principles in the particular fields
in which the student elects to study.
The
student's depth of knowledge.

Specialized Knowledge Measures

- Average student score on those items from tests
(e.g., CLEP Subject Exams, or GRE Ar
Exam
that
measure depth of knowledge in spec
fields o
1

study.
.

.

- AveraQe student ch4nge in depth of knowledge by
discipline area as deterniined by comparing entering
specialized knowledge test scores to subsequent
test scores (e.g., on CLEP Subject Exars or
GRE Area Exams) after
years.
I

- Number of graduates accepting employment in their
major field of study as a percentage of total
graduates in that field.

\

- Number of students passing certification or
licensing exams (e.g., bar exam, CPA) on first
ittempt as a percentage of all students taking

/)

the exam.

.

- Average student-reported score on scale measuring the
degree of satisfaction with their knowledge gain in
specialized fields of study (based on a student
survey).
- Number of graduates accepted for study in postbaccalaureate degree programs as a percentage'bf
those applying.
-1..,

1R2

, POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

1.1.2.00

1.1.2.01

Skill Development
r

1.1.2.01

,

Application of Knowledge Skills

The ability to relate relevant 'general or
specialized knowledge $o a problem and to
implement a solution... Also, the ability to
locate, retain, and filter relevant knowledge.

)

- Average student score on those items from tests (e.g,, CLEP Subject Exams, GRE or SAT Area Exams,
or the OPI- Thinking Introversion Scaie) that
measure ability to apply general or specialized
knowledge.
- Average student change in ability to apply %
knowledge as determined by comparing entering
ability test scores to subsequt,, test
scores (e.g., on CLEP Subject Exams, the GRE or
years.
SAJ Area Exams) after
- Average student and/or former student-reported
Score on a scale measuring degree of satisfaction
with their ability to apply what, hey know both
in breadth and depth (based on a student and/or
former student survey).

/
.--6

1.1.2.02

1.1.2.02

Critical'Thinking and Reasoning Skills

The ability to formulate and analyze problems
and to employ rational processes to achieve
increased understanding (e.g.. the recognition
of biased points of view in a speech or a book;
the recognition of cause -and- effect relation-

r.

Application of Knowledge Skills Measures

.

ships).

.

gl

1

.

Critical Thinking and Reasoning Skills
Reasures

- Average student score on tests (e.g., GPI-Theoretical
Scale; KIT-Critical Thinking Index, Critical Thinking
Orientation Scale, or Critical Thinking Benefits Scale;
AVL-Theoretical Scale) that measure ability to
formulate and analyze problems.'
- Average student change in ability to formulate
and analyze problems as determined by comparing
entering critical thinking ability scores on
tests (e.g., OPi- Theoretical Scale; KIT-Critical
Thinking Index, Critical Thinking Orientation Scale,
or Critical Thinkinrienefits Scale; AVL-Theoretical
years,
Scale) to subseguedt test scores after

POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

------

ti

- Average student-reported score on scale measuring
degree of satisfaction with their ability to apply
what they know both in breadth and oepth (based on
-a student survey).

- Percentage of courses taken that are classified
as emphasizing critical thinking and reasoning.
1.1.2.03

Creativity Skills

The ability.to design, produce, or otherwise
bring into existence original perspectives,
explanations, and implementatior- (e.g., the
production of unique communication; the
development of an effective plan or solution
to a problem; or the creation of works of art).

1.1.2.03

Creativity Skills Measures

- Average student score on tests (e.g. OPT-CoJiplexity
of Outlook Scale; KIT-Art Scale,4Music Scale,
Literature Scale, or Drama Scale, AVL-Aesthetic
Scale) that measure the ability to create original
perspectives, explanations, and implementations.

- Average student change in ability to create original
Perspectives, explanations, and implementations as
deternined by comparing entering creative ability
sr:res on tests (e.g., OPI-Complexity of Outlook
ScIlek KIT-Art Scale, Music Scale, Literature Scale,
or Drama Scale; AVL Aesthetic Scale) to subsequent
years.
test scores after
- Average student-reported score on a scale measuring
degree of satisfaction with their ability to
create original perspectives, explanations, and
implementations (based on a student survey).

J

,,

.

A

.

'4

4
_

I

-

ti 2
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OUTCOME VARIABLES

POTENTIAL MEASURES
- Percentage of courses taken that are classified
as emphasizing creativity.
- Number of patents awarded/copyrights obtained by
former students within the past
years (based
on a former student survey).

1.1.2.04

Communication Skills

The ability or competence to read, write, speak,
and liiten.' The ability to convey information,
attitudes, emotions, etc.; and also the ability
to receive and interpret communications. These
skills etc, encompass nonoral, nonwritten ...N
expression and perception.
,
'

1.1.2.04

Communication Skills Measures

- Average student score on tests that measure the
ability to communicate.
- Average student change in ability to communicate as
determined by comparing entering scores on tests
of communicative ability'to subsequent test scores
after
years.
.

- Percentage of courses taken that are classified as
emphasizing communication skills.
- Number of students participating In debate, encounter
groups, etc., as a percentage of all students.
1.1.2.05

Motor Skills

The ability or competence in tasks requiring
Physical dexterity and skill.

1.1.2.05

Motor Skills Measures

- Average student'Score on tests that measure motor
skills.

.

.

- Average student change in motor skills as determined
by comparing entering skill test scores to subsequent
test scores after
years.
- Number of students participating in intramural and
varsity athletics as a percentage of all students.
- Percentage of courses taken that are classified as
emphasizing motor skills.

OUTCOME VARIABLES
1.1.3.00

POTENTIAL MEASURES

Knowledge and Skills Attitudes,
Values, and Beliefs

1,1.3.01

Intellectual Disposition

The desire to continue self-initiated study
and inquiry for its own sake and/or for
personal enjoyment.

1.1.3.01

Intellectual Disposition Measures

- Average student change in perception and evaluation
of their interest in continued self-initiated study
and inquiry as determined by comparing entering
test scores en (e.g., AVL-Intellectual Scale; KITIntellectual Orientation Scale) to subsequent test
scores after
years.
- Percentage of students taking noncredit, independent
study, or special courseS.
a-.
...

---

- Average student-reported score on a sale measuring
their evaluation and perception of the mount of
learning that took place outside if formal
instruction (based on a student survey).
- Number of books, records, tapes, and other library
materials checked out per student over a specified
period of time.

1.2.0

Social Development

1.2.1.00

Social Skills

1.2.1.01

'

4

Interpersonal Participation

The ability to live and interact with others.
This variable may be further disaggregated
into such categories as cooperation, friendly
companionship
and organizational skills;
the ability to handle stress, isolation,
and bias.

1.2./1.01

poterpersonal Partici ation Measures

- Kverage number of memberships per student and/or
former student in social, charitable, political, or
civic organizations (based on a student agd/or
former student surveys).

.
t9 V

POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

- Average number of awards and citations earned per
student and/or former student for social contributions
(based on a student and/or former student survey).
Student and/or former student perceptions and
evaluations of their interpersonal participation
as determined by selected measures (e g., AVLSocial Scale; CUES-Community Scale; F-Scale;
KIT-Interpersonal Inaex; Learning: Experiential
Scale and Feeling About Other People Scale;
ISS-Social Subscale q! Institutional Goals Section).
- Average number of friends and acquaintances
reported per student (based on a student survey).
Leadership Measures

1.2.1.02

Leadership

1.2.1.02

The ability to establish directions or
courses of action and influence others to
follow.

- Average number of positions in local, state, and
federal government held by students and/or former
students (bas&I on a student and/or former student
survey).
- Average number of offices in social, charitable,
political, or civic organizations held by students
and/or former students (based on a student and/or
former student survey).
- Students and/or former students participating in
special social development programs; e.g., the
Peace Corps and VISTA (based on a student and/or
former student survey).

.--

POTENTIAL MEASURES
OUTCOME VARIABLES
- Percentage of former students in management positions
th year following graduation (based on a
by the
former student survey).
S -----

1.2.1.03

evalu- Student and/or former student perceptions and
ations of their leadership ability as determined by
selected measures (e.g., AVL-Political; F-Scale).
1.2.1.03

Citizenship

The ability to perform relative to the
rights, duties, and privileges of a
member of a community, state, or nation,

Citizenship Measures

- Percentage of students and/or former students who
voted in ti'e last general election (based on a
student andfor former student survey).

- Average amount of monetary contributions per
individual made to political, religious, and social
organizations or special interest groups over past
year relative to income category (based on a student
and/or former student survey).
,

evalu- Student and/or former student perceptions and
ations of their performance as citizens as determined
by selected measures (e.g., KIT-Community Affairs
Scale, National and State Politics Scale, and
International and Intercultural Affairs Scale).
- Average number of hours per month devoted to
political, religious, and social organizations or
special interest groups over the past year per
student (based on a student and/or former student
survey).

.

i
,t

.......

A

i

OUTCOME VARIABLES

1.2.2.00

POTENTIAl rEASURES

Social Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs

1.2.2.01

Political

1.2.2.01

Attitudes toward systems of government,
including the processes, institutions,
conventions, and the level of political
participation.

Political Attitude Measures

- Percentage of students and/or former students belonging to or holding office in political organizations
(based on a student and/or former student survey).
- Student and/or former student perceptions and evaluations of their political attitudes and beliefs as
determined by selected measures (e.g., AVL-Political
Scale; F-Scale; KIT-National and State Politics
Scale, Community Affairs Scale, National Status and
World Security Scale, Freedom of Expression Scale,
Societal Viewpoints Scale).

- Percentage of former students utilizing mechanisms of
the political process; e.g., petitions circulated,
hearings attended, letters written, lobbying
activities (based on a former,student survey).

,

1.2.2.02

Racial/Ethnic

1.2.2.02

Attitudes toward races or national
origins other than one's awn.

Racial/Ethnic Attitude Measures

- Student and/or former student perceptions and
evaluations of their racial and ethnic attitudes
and beliefs as determined by selected measures
(e.g., KIT-Minority Problems Scale:, E-Scale).

.
.

POTENTIAL rEASUPES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

- Number of students and/or former students who
are partners in an interracial marriage as a
percentage of survey sample (based on student
and/or former student surveys).

- Percentage of elected stdent offices held by
members of ethnic minorities.
1.2.2.03

1.2.2.03

Personal Ethics

Personal Ethics Measures

- Student and/or former student perceptions and
evaluations about their ethical and moral values
as determined by selected measures (e.g., AVLReligious Scale and Social Scale; KIT-Feelings
About Other People Scale).

Ethical and moral values that affect an
individual's actions and thoughts toward
others. The sense of what is right or
wrong in one's conduct and motives in
dealings between individuals and groups.
.
.

- Percentage of former students arrested on felony
and misdemeanor charges during the last
years (based on former student survey).

.

1.2.2.04

.

1.2.2.04

Social Conscience

The concern for human welfare. The importance
placed on human interests,-values, and
conditions.

Note:

Many of the measures suggested in 1.7.1.01
Interpersonal Participation and 1.2.1.03
Citizenship also apply here.

- Student and/or former studienfia.tsonS and evalu-

.

\
,

ations abobt their concern for human welfare as
determined by selected measures (e.g., AVL-Social
Scale; KIT-Societal Viewpoints Scale, Human Relations
Scale, Societal r:riorities Scale; OPI-Social Maturity
Scale):

.

.

.

,

Social Conscience Measures

,.

.
.
.
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IOuTCOME VARIABLES

1,2.2.05

1.2:2.05

Socioeconomic Aspirations

Socioeconomic Aspirations Measures

- Average student and/or former student-repOrtra score
on scales measuring perceptions and evaluations of
their current and desired social and economic level
(based on a student and/or former student survey).

The importance attached to one's socioeconomic
status.

.

1.2.2.06

1.2.2.06

Cultural Interest

Cultural Interest Measures

Student and /or former student perceptions and evaluations of their interest in culture as determined by
selected measures (e.g., KIT-Educational Benefits:
Humanistic Scale).

The interest in and acquaintance with arts,
manners, scholarly pursuits, and other
qualities that characterize civilizations,

- Percentage of courses (credit and/or noncredit)
taken that are classified as emphasizing cultural
interests,
.

,

.
.

POTENTIAL MEASURES
OUTCOME VARIABLES

1.3.0

Personal Development

1.3.1.00

Student Health

1.3.1.01

1.3.1.01

Physical Health

- Percentage of students and/or former students reporting physical illnesses, by type of illness (based on
a student and/or former student survey).

The physical well-being of students and/or termer
students.

1.3,1.02

Physical Health Measures

1.3,1.02

Mental Health

Mental Health Measures

- Percentage of students and/or former students reporting mental illnesses, by type of illness (student
and /or former student survey),

The rental well-being of students and/or former
students.

- Percentage of students participating in special
mental health counseling programs.

1.3.2.00

1.3.2.01

Student Personal Attitudes_, Values,
and Beliefs
1.3:2.01

Religious and Spiritual

Religious and'Spiritual Attitude Measures

belong - Percentage of students and/or former students
ing to or holding office in religious organizations
(based on a student and/or former student survey).

Attitudes to4ard and adherence to the
conventions practices, and teachings.of
religious,nrgeizations or sects.

evalu- Student and/or former student perceptions and
ations of their religious and spiritual attitudes and
beliefs as determined by selecte6vasures (e.g..
AVL-Religious Scale; KIT- Religion Scale and 'General
Values & Ideologies Scale; OPI-Religious Liberalism
Scale; T-CR).
t

religious
- Percentage of students regularly attending
services.
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OUTCOME VARIABLES

POTENTIAL MEASURES

- Average monetary contribution per form& student to
religious organizations relative to income category

*

(basic' on a former student survey).

'

1.3.2.02

Change/Stability

Attitudes,toward new and different ideas,
relationships, Oroducts, or methods.
The
desire to introduce, avoid, or be associated
with changes.

1.3.2.02

Change/Stability Attitude Measures

- Student and/or former student perceptions and
evaluations about their attitudes and beliefs
toward new and different things as determined
by selected measures (e.g., KIT-Areas and Agents
of Change Scale, Involvement in Campus Reforms
Scale; Rokeach Dogmatism Scale).
- Average number of changes in employment per
former student during the past
years
(based on a former student surviir

1.3.2.03

Self-Concept

The feeling and acceptance of oneself
as having basic worth and value.

1.3.2.03

Self-Concept Measures

- Student and/or former student perceptions about
oneself as determined by selected measures (e.g.,
KIT-Feelings About Self Scale).

,
4,..

OUTCOME VARIABLES

1.4.0

POTENTIAL MEASURES

Career Development

1.4.1.00

Career Preparation

1.4.1.01

Academic Preparation

The ability to seek, gain, and maintain a
particular level and kind of academic pursuit.

1.4.1.01

Academic Preoaration Measures

- Average number of awards and citations received
per graduate for academic performance (based on
a former student survey).
Percentage of graduates working toward or receiving
an advanced degree or certificate
years
after graduation (based on a former student survey).
- Percentage of graduates enrolled in graduate school
years after graduation (based on a former
student survey).

- Average student and/or forrer student-reported score
on a scale measuring the degree of satisfaction
with their academic performance (based on a student
and/or former student survey).
- Number of dropouts during the past year as a
percentage of their academic rank or the total
institution enrollment.
- Number of students graduating from the institution
after
years as a percentage of the entering
class.

- Number of graduates who transferred in as a
Percentage of total graduates for the year.

t

POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

- Percentage of students changing major (lower division,
upper division, and/or graduate) during the past
.

1.4.1.02

year.

Vocational Preparation

1.. 4.1.02

Vocational Preparation Measures

- Percentage of former students employed within
days after graduation (based on a former student
survey).

The ability to seek, gain, and maintain a
particular level and kind of employment.

- Average first salary of former students (based on a
former student survey).
- Average income category for former students after
years (based on a former student survey).
days
- Percentage of dropouts employed within
after dropping out (based on a survey oraFopouts).

-

- Average score of dropouts on a scale measuring
the degree of satisfaction with their vocational
performance (based on a survey of dropouts).

-.

- Average number of eofessional awards and citations
received by former students (based on a former
student survey).
- Percentage of former students in management positions
th year following graduation (based on a
by the

former Rant survey).

iNir

POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

- Average score reported by former students on a scale
measuring satisfaction with their vocational
performance (based on a former student survey).
- Number of former students who desire to have
their children follow the same career fined as
a percentage of the total number of former
students surveyed (based on a former student
survey).

- Average number of voluntary/involuntary changes in
employment over given time periods per former
student (based on a former student survey).,
- Percentage of total graduates employed in-state
versus out-of-state.
- Average number of voluntary/involuntary changes in
career field over given time, periods per former
student (based on a former student survey).
1.4.2.00 Career Attitudes
1.4.2.01

Values, and Beliefs

.

1.4.2.01

Achievement Orientation

The importance placed upon accomplishments;
i.e., successfully completing work that is
Impact
valued by the individual and/or society.
or benefit as viewed by the student and/or
the larcer society.

189

Achievement Orientation Measures

- Student and/or graduate perceptions and
evaluations of achievement as determined by
selected measures (e.g., KIT-Feelings About
the Future Scale).

4)

t

POTENTIAL MEAS0PES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

t

1.4.2.02

1.4.2.02

Educational Aspirations

Educational Aspirations Measures

- Percentage of students identifying the
degree (none, associate, bachelor's, ;aster's,
doctoral, other) as the highest degree planned
(based on a student survey).

The educational degree and/or competency
level desired and valued by students and/or
graduates.

- Percentage of graduates working toward or
years after
receiving an advanced degree
graduation (based on a former student survey).

.

-

1.4.2.03

1.4.2.03

Educational Satisfaction
.

Educational Satisfaction Mccasures

.

The degree of student satisfaction with
their educational experience.

r.,

- Percentage of former students who intend to send
their children to the same school (based on a
former student survey).
- Average amount of alumni gifts
their graduation.

years after

- Average student and/or former student-reported
score on a scale measuring the degree of satisfaction
with their educational experience (based on a
student and/or former student survey).
1.4.2.04

1.4.2.04

Vocational Aspirations

Vocational Aspirations Measures

- Average first salary expectations of students
(based on a student survey).

The level of attainment in a profession
desired by students and/or graduates.

U.

OUTCOME VARIABLES

POTENTIAL MEASURES

- Percentage of students and/or former students
seeking certain professional levels in society
(based on a student and/or former student survey).
2.0

Development of New Knowledge and Art Forms
2.0.0.01

Discovery of Nero, Knowledge

2.0.0.01

The identification and development of new
knowledge, theories, and products without
regard to practical applicatiok

Discovery of New Knowledge measures

- Average number of basic research publications
per student, former student, and/or faculty member
over a given time period (based on a student,
former student, and/or faculty survey).
- Average number of times a given basic research
publication is cited in bibliographies of other
authors over a given time period (e.g., based on
Publications listed in Science Citation Index).
(Note:.
both frequency and the time interval
over which citations are made should be considered.)
- Average percentage of faculty time spent in
selected basic research acti,..ties (e.g., NCHEMS
Faculty Activity and Outcome Survey - Section B.1
Specific Research Projects).
- Average number of proposals funded for the development
of new ideas and products during
year(s).
- Total dollar amount of gifts and/or grants
received for the development of new ideas and
products without concern for practicality as a
percentage of total budget for
year(s).

4

*The current inventory does not contain variables and measures related to the development of New Art Forms.
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POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

2.0.0.02

2.0.0.02

Interpretation and Application of
New Knowledge

Interpretation and Application of New
Knowledge Measures

- Average ntrber of applied research, development,
and evaluation publications per student, graduate,
and/or faculty member (based on a student, former
stuaent, and/or faculty survey).

The development and use of new knowledge.
theories, and products with regard to practical
application,

- Average percentage of time spent by faculty in
selected applied research, development, and
evaluation activities (based on NCHEMS faculty
Activity and Outcome Survey - 0.1 Special Research
Projects, (.2 Professional Service and Advice, and
F.1 Academic Activity Outside the Institution).
- Average number of awards and citations received
per student,, former student, and/or faculty member
for applied research, development, and evaluation
efforts (based on a student, former student, and/or
faculty survey).

,

- Average number of applied research, development, and
year(s).
evaluation proposals funded during past

v
- Total dollar amount of gifts, contracts, or grants
received for applied research, development, and
evaluation as a percentage of total budget for
year(s).

POTINTIAI VLASUR1r,

OUTCOME VARIABLES

- Average nuLber of patents and/or copyriOts received per student, former student, and /or faculty
me,ter over a given time period (based on a student,
forver student, and/or faculty survey).
2.0.0.03

Reorganization of New Knowledge

2.0.0.03

The synthesis of existing theories, findings, and
statements in order to present existing knowledge
in a new form designed to be more readily
comprehensible or usable (e.g., new textbooks,
written articles, and oral communications).

Reorganization of New'Knowled.se Measures

- Average number of textbooks, monographs; etc.,
published per faculty neither (based on a faculty
survey).

- Average percentage of faculty time spent in
reorganizing existing knowledge (based on NC.lEMS
Faculty Activity and Outcome Survey - Section A.4
Course and Curriculum Development).
- Average number of films, taped lectures, etc.,
developed per faculty member (based cn a faculty
survey).

'1 '1
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POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES
3.0

Community Development and Service
3.1.0

Community Development
Community Educational Development

3.1.0.01

The growth and development of members of the
community who are not working toward a degree
or certification, but who are taking advantage
of continuing education opportunities
offered.

Community Educational Development
Measures

3.1.0.01

Measures listed in 1.1.1.01 General Knowledge,
1.1.1.02 Specialized Knowledge, 1.1.2.01 Application
of Knowledge, 1.1.2.02 Critical Thinking and Reasoning
Skills, and 1.1.2.03 Creativ.ity'can also be utilized as
indicators of Community Educational Development.

- Note:

- Percentage of students in various instructional
programs who are classified as nonmatriculating.
3.1.0.02

Faculty/Staff Educational Development

The growth and development of faculty and
staff either through their instruction,
resemh, or management activities or through
the continuing education opportunities offered.

Faculty/Staff Educational Development
. Measures

3.1.0.02

- Percentage of faculty/staff who are taking
courses in the institution.
- Percentage of faculty time spent in selected
activities (based on NCHEMS Faculty Activity
and Outcome Survey - B.2 General Scholarship
and Creative Work, F.1 Academic Activity Outside
the Institution).

.

- Faculty and staff perceptions and evaluations of
their educational growth and development (based
on a faculty/staff survey).

POTENTIAL MEASURES

OUTCOME VARIABLES

3.2.0

Community Service

3.2.0.01

3.2.0.01

Extension Services

Extension Services Measures

- Average percentage of faculty time spent in
selected activities (based on NCHEMS Faculty
Activity and Outcome Survey - E.2 Professional
Service and Advice, F.1 Academic Activity Outside
the Institution, F.2 Paid Professional Service).

The extent to which the community receives
direct assistance and services of various
types from the primary programs of the
institution (e.g., agriculture extension
service, other noninstructional extension
activities, faculty/staff consulting).

- Estimated replacement value of specific extension
services received by individuals or organizations
that receive the services.
- Ratio of total income for extension services to
total budget for extension services.
- Income produced through extension services, as
a percentage of the cost of offering the service(s).
- Amount of ,elease time granted faculty members
per year f.p. community service.
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OUTCOME VARIABLES
.

3.2.0.02

PCTE%7IAL "Ev.,,-:S
.

3.2.0.02

Personal Serv-1'7,4s

The extent to which individuals in the community
receive direct personal services of various
types through the support progralis ana facilities
of the institution (e.g., medical clinics that
serve the general community, nursery schools.
access to the library, and computer center).

Persaral Services Measures

- hu-ber of individuals not associated with the lnstitution who were served by a particular irl'Aitutlanal
support pro,;ra,. (e.g., the cc putin; c,,t,r, tne
library, etc.) as a percenta;e of the total nurber of
individuals served over a given tie period.
- Estimated monetary value of specific personal
services offered relative to other corparable
services offered elsewhere.

3.2.0.03

Extramural Cultural and Recreational
STrvices

3.2.0.03

The availability and utilization of the recreational and cultural opportunities offered through
the institution to the community (e.g., sporting
events, the performing arts, museum exhibits,
and concerts).

Extramural Cultural and Recreational
STrviees Meas,res

- Estimated number of ranstudents, nonfac,Ity, and
nonstaff attending selected extramural events as
a percentage of the total number attending.

POWI/L Y..ASUz'S

OUTCOME n:AR:BLI'S

3.2,0.04

3.2.0.04

Financial Irpact on the Cor:'unitv.

The economic berefits or costs directly and
indirectly accruing to the nommunity as a result
of the operation of the InSt.tutiOne including such
elerrnts as: 1) purchases of goods and services
by the institution, its students, and its faculty.
2) students available as employees, 3) drawing
power of the community for industry and as a place
of residence for employees.

Financial

172act on the Co',-unity Yeasures

- Total dollar amount of goods and services purchased
by the institution fro, a particular sector of
the co'-nity during the past year.
- Estirated average collar amount of expenditures
by students in the cor-unity.
- Number of students e-ployed in businesses,
agencies, and organizations in the community
as a percentage of the total student enrollment
(based on student survey).
- Total dollar amount of the institution's payroll
as a percentage of the estimated total community
payroll.

1l1
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ou1C00E i,ARIA3LES

3.3.0

POTENTIAL MEASURES

Longer Tem. CrImunity Effects

3.3.0.01

Social

3.3.0.01

! -pact

The 'ong -tern, social ef'Pcts of the institution.
primarily through its former students, on the
community of the institution.

3.3.0.02

Social impact treasures

Note: Many of the reasures listed in Section
1.2.0 Social Development and 1.3.0 Personal
Development can be applied equally well over long
tint periods and also to children of former students
if attempts dre made to identify intergenerational
effects.

Economic Impact

3.3.0.02

The long-term economic effect of the institution.
primarily through its former students. on the
community.
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Economic Impact Measures

Note: Many ncasures listed in SeC.:ons 1.2.2.05
Socioeconomic Aspirations, 1-.4.1.02 Vocational

Preparation, 1.4.2.04 Socational Aspirations, and
the research-oriented outcome indicators ii Section
2.0 Development of New Knowledge and Art Forms can
be applied equally well over long time periods.
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